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This is the second issue of the ESR Review for

2007.

In the previous issue we covered
speeches delivered at the celebra-
tion of the tenth anniversary of
the Socio-Economic Rights Project
of the Community Law Centre at
the University of the Western
Cape. In each of our issues this
year we intend to continue cel-
ebrating this anniversary by pub-
lishing articles that reflect on the
different themes pertaining to, and
actors working on, socio-economic
rights.

A golden thread in the previ-
ous issue was whether socio-eco-
nomic rights are fulfilling their
transformative potential ten years
after the Bill of Rights came into
effect. In that issue the contribu-
tors reflected on how the govern-
ment had implemented, the courts
had enforced, and the South Afri-
can Human Rights Commission
had monitored socio-economic
rights under a transformative con-
stitution.

In this issue we celebrate our
anniversary by publishing a fea-
ture article that takes the discus-
sion on this theme further.

Gregory Alexander examines the
potential of the right to property
in achieving social transformation
in South Africa. In essence, Alex-
ander analyses the implications of
the Constitutional Court’s decision
in the First National Bank case on
the transformative potential of this
right.

We also celebrate our anni-
versary by publishing articles that
review four chapters of the Sixth
economic and social rights report
(2006) of the South African Hu-
man Rights Commission. The first
article in this section introduces
broad and cross-cutting issues and
concerns about the report. Then
different contributors critically review
the following chapters of the report:
the right to land (Siyambonga
Heleba), the right to adequate hous-
ing (Lilian Chenwi),  the right to so-
cial security (Marius Olivier), and the
right to water (Christopher Mbazira).

Articles on the monitoring of
socio-economic rights by the Com-
mission will most probably con-
tinue to be featured for two rea-
sons. First, the Commission is cur-
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Economic and Social Rights in South Africa rently in the process of reviewing
its monitoring mandate and has,
according to its Chief Executive
Officer, Tseliso Thipanyane, sus-
pended the monitoring unit until a
concrete and comprehensive
monitoring strategy has been de-
veloped. Second, a parliamentary
committee, headed by Professor
Kader Asmal, is currently review-
ing all institutions in Chapter 9 of
the South African Constitution and
other statutory bodies and its report
is due to be released in August
2007. These two developments will
definitely have an effect on the
manner in which the Commission
monitors progress in the implemen-
tation of socio-economic rights in
South Africa.

Elsewhere in this issue, Varun
Gauri and Daniel Brinks examine

the impact of legal strategies for
claiming economic and social
rights, with a particular focus on
the enforcement of the rights to
education and health in different
countries.

In the pree release section, we
publish the press release that was
issued by the UN Special Rappor-
teur on Adequate Housing, Miloon
Kothari, following his visit to South
Africa in April 2007.

We trust that you will find this
issue as interesting, stimulating and
valuable as you may have found
the previous ones. Many thanks to
all who contributed to this issue.

Sibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile Khoza is the Editor of the

ESR Review

The potential of the right
to property in achieving
social transformation in
South Africa

Gregory AlexanderGregory AlexanderGregory AlexanderGregory AlexanderGregory Alexander

The 1996 South African Constitution (the Constitution) paved
the way for the development of social obligations of the

state.

THE ESR REVIEW COMPILATION BOOK ON SALE

A limited number of copies of the ESR Review compilation (1998–
2006) are still available. To purchase a copy, contact the Socio-
Economic Rights Project on serp@uwc.ac.za or 021 959 2950.

The right to property protected under
section 25 of the Constitution in-
cludes an explicit commitment to land

reform and racial justice. Equally
striking, if not more so, are other pro-
visions that create an array of posi-
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tive socio-economic rights (sections
26, 27, 28 and 29). The result is a
constitution that has been called “the
most admirable constitution in the his-
tory of the world” (Sunstein, 2001:
261). Its overriding goal is to effect the
fundamental transformation of a
society that has suffered profound
political and economic injustices not
only during the apartheid regime
that was formally created in 1948 but
also in the years of de facto apart-
heid before that.

While the Constitution aspires
to bring about a fundamental trans-
formation in South African society,
based in substantial part on a new
regime of property, it is too soon,
even after more than a decade, to
say whether it will produce genuinely
transformative results. It will take a
number of years before we know
what kind of society emerges in the
new democracy. The extent to which
the Constitution’s transformative po-
tential will be fully realised will de-
pend largely on how the courts inter-
pret and implement its most ambitious
provisions, particularly those con-
cerning property and related socio-
economic rights.

This article seeks to shed some light
on some of the key principles that
may be employed to unlock the Con-
stitution’s express promise to transform
South African society.

The property right clause
Section 25(1) of the 1996 Constitu-
tion, unlike its counterpart in the In-
terim Constitution (section 28), is
stated in negative rather than posi-
tive terms. It provides that “no one
may be deprived of property except
in terms of law of general applica-
tion, and no law may permit arbi-
trary deprivation of property”. This
provision therefore embodies a
negative protection of property and

access to land on an equitable basis”.
The South African Constitutional

Court has referred to section 25 in a
number of cases (see box). This article
focuses largely on the First National
Bank (2002) case, in which the Con-
stitutional Court set out the basic
parameters of how it will analyse
claims under the property clause.

The First National Bank
principles of analysing
section 25
The First National Bank case involved
commercial property of the sort that
bore no relation to social transforma-
tion. What was at stake was a con-
flict between the government’s need
to enforce payment of tax debts and
a lender’s interest in securing repay-
ment of its loan.

A bank had leased two vehicles

does not expressly guarantee the
right to acquire, hold and dispose of
property. (First National Bank SA Lim-
ited t/a Wesbank v Commissioner for
the South African Revenue Services
and Another; First National Bank SA
Limited t/a Wesbank v Minister of
Finance 2002 (7) BCLR 702 (CC)
[First National Bank] para 48).

Section 25(2) further states that
property cannot be expropriated
without compensation. The property
clause in subsections (4) to (9) also
aims to redress one of the most en-
during legacies of racial discrimina-
tion in the past – the unequal distribu-
tion of land in South Africa. For
instance, in terms of subsection (5) the
state is required to “take reasonable
legislative and other measures, within
its available resources, to foster con-
ditions which enable citizens to gain

Constitutional Court cases on property rights
• Ex parte Chairperson of the Constitutional Assembly, In re:

Certification of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa
1996 (10) BCLR 1253 (CC) [First Certification case] ;

• Harksen v Lane NO 1998 (1) SA 300 (CC) [Harksen];
• Phoebus Apollo Aviation CC v Minister of Safety and Security

2003 (2) SA 34 (CC);
• Port Elizabeth Municipality v Various Occupiers 2004 (12)

BCLR 1268 (CC) [PE Municipality];
• Mkontwana v Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality 2005

(2) BCLR 150 (CC) [Mkontwana]; and
• Jaftha v Schoeman and others; Van Rooyen v Stoltz and others

2005 (1) BCLR 78 (CC) [Jaftha].

Lower court decisions interpreting section 25
• Modderfontein Squatters, Greater Benoni City Council v

Modderklip Boerdery (Pty) Ltd; President of the Republic of
South Africa and others v Modderklip Boerdery (Pty) Ltd 2004
(8) BCLR 821 (SCA) [Modderklip (SCA)];

• DuToit v Minister of Transport 2003 (1) SA 586 (C) [Du Toit];
• Lebowa Mineral Trust Beneficiaries Forum v President of the

Republic of South Africa 2002 (1) BCLR 23 (T); and
• Geyser v Msunduzi Municipality 2003 (3) BCLR 235 (N)).
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and sold another un-
der an instalment sales
agreement to two
companies. The bank
reserved ownership
until the last instalment
was paid. One of the
companies, Airpark,
owed a large amount
of money to the South
African Revenue
Service (SARS) for un-
paid customs duties
and other related lev-
ies. To secure payment
of this debt, SARS im-
posed a statutory lien (the right to
retain physical control of another’s
property as a means of securing
payment of a claim on that property
until the claim has been paid) on all
moveable property, including the
motor vehicles owned by the bank.

The tax debt was unrelated to the
vehicles in question but they were
subject to the state’s lien simply by
virtue of being physically present on
the tax debtor’s business premises and
therefore falling within the broad
scope of the lien. The question was
then whether the statute that author-
ised the state’s detention and sale of
the vehicles constituted an unconsti-
tutional interference with the prop-
erty of the bank as the unrelated and
innocent owner.

The High Court held that the stat-
ute did not violate section 25 be-
cause it established a lien or tax
rather than an expropriation. The
case went on appeal to the Consti-
tutional Court.

The Constitutional Court rejected
the High Court’s characterisation of
the issue. In its view, the question was
not whether the statute made the
third-party a co-debtor with the origi-
nal debtor, but whether the statute
improperly interfered with any prop-

erty interest of the af-
fected third party. In
other words, was it
constitutionally per-
missible to seize a third
party’s property for
another person’s cus-
toms debt (para 37)?
In addressing this ques-
tion, the Court set out a
formulaic seven-step
mode of analysis. In
any constitutional
property right chal-
lenge under section
25, the Court said, the

following questions must be ad-
dressed in this order (para 46):

(a) Does that which is taken away
from [the party affected by the
statute, ie the bank] by the opera-
tion of [the statute] amount to
‘property’ for purpose of section
25?

(b) [If yes, has] there been a depriva-
tion of such property by the [state
agency]?

(c) If there has, is such deprivation
consistent with the provisions of
section 25(1)?

(d) If not, is such deprivation justified
under section 36 of the Constitu-
tion [ie the general limitations
clause]?

(e) If it is, does it amount to expro-
priation for purpose of section
25(2)?

(f) If so, does the deprivation comply
with the requirements of section
25(2)(a) and (b)?

(g) If not, is the expropriation justified
under section 36?

The bulk of the analytical work is
done at stage (c) – more specifically,
that part of stage (c) where the court
asks whether the challenged statute
effects an arbitrary deprivation of
property.

The implications of the
First National Bank
principles

Is the affected interest
‘property’?
The threshold question is whether the
government action affected a prop-
erty interest within the meaning of
section 25(1). The Court in First Na-
tional Bank declined to give a com-
prehensive definition of property for
section 25 purposes, opting instead
to limit its decision to tangible move-
able assets, which along with land,
the Court said, was “at the heart of
our constitutional concept of prop-
erty” (para 51).

However, it is highly unlikely that
the Court will confine the scope of
constitutional property to these two
obvious categories in the future. In-
deed, it seems likely that the Court will
seldom decide a section 25 case at
this first stage, but will instead treat the
affected interest (whatever it is) as
property so that it can move on to the
next stage.

On one hand, First National
Bank suggests that the Court might
take an approach that is based on,
or at least is consistent with, a con-
ception of property that is both
purposive and inclusive of tangible
and intangible assets. Such an ap-
proach conceives of property in in-
creasingly abstract terms, facilitating
a shift away from ‘property as land’
or ‘property as things’ to a concep-
tion that accommodates a wide va-
riety of interests that serve particular
political, social, and moral functions,
especially personal security and self-
development. Such an approach
would closely resemble that followed
by German courts under the prop-
erty clause of the German Basic
Law. It would also bring the South
African courts in line with the ap-

In theIn theIn theIn theIn the
ConstitutionalConstitutionalConstitutionalConstitutionalConstitutional
Court’s view,Court’s view,Court’s view,Court’s view,Court’s view,
the questionthe questionthe questionthe questionthe question
was whether itwas whether itwas whether itwas whether itwas whether it
waswaswaswaswas
constitutionallyconstitutionallyconstitutionallyconstitutionallyconstitutionally
permissible topermissible topermissible topermissible topermissible to
seize a thirdseize a thirdseize a thirdseize a thirdseize a third
party’s propertyparty’s propertyparty’s propertyparty’s propertyparty’s property
for anotherfor anotherfor anotherfor anotherfor another
person’sperson’sperson’sperson’sperson’s
customs debt.customs debt.customs debt.customs debt.customs debt.
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proach to constitutional property
rights increasingly predominant
throughout the world.

On the other hand, traditional
understandings of property in South
African private law may be a coun-
ter-current to this more expansive
approach. Roman-Dutch law has tra-
ditionally conceived of property in
narrow, thing-based (physicalist)
terms, taking land as the emblem of
what property is. This conception is
based on the Roman-Dutch theory of
property, which still prevails in the
minds of South African lawyers. It is
unimaginable that this traditional
South African private-law concep-
tion would be capable of embracing,
for example, contingent state-con-
ferred benefits as ‘property’.

Has there been a state-
induced ‘deprivation’?
Assuming that a court finds that the
affected interest is property for the
purposes of section 25, the next ques-
tion is whether the state’s action has
caused a ‘deprivation’ of that interest.

The Court declined to provide a
comprehensive definition of ‘depri-
vation’, saying only that “dispossess-
ing an owner of all rights, use and
benefit to and of corporeal movable
goods, is a prime example of depri-
vation in both its grammatical and
contextual sense” (para 61). It did
observe, though, that any law that
interferes with the “use, enjoyment or
exploitation” of property “involves
some deprivation in respect of the
person having title or right to, or in,
the property concerned” (para 57).
This suggests that the Court is unlikely
in the future to devote much attention
to whether a state interference with
property is a deprivation or not. Even
if the state’s act interferes with only
one or two twigs in the bundle of
rights, the Court is likely to treat it as a

deprivation and attach significance
to the limited degree of interference
at the stage of inquiring into the dep-
rivation’s arbitrariness.

The Court’s readiness to find that a
deprivation has occurred whenever
a statute interferes with a twig in
the bundle of rights was under-
scored by its subsequent decision in
Mkontwana. That case involved a
challenge to a statute that in effect
prevented an owner of land from
transferring her property unless utility
charges due to a municipality were
paid, even if the charges were for
consumption by someone other than
the owner. The Court held that the
statute did constitute a deprivation of
the owner’s property under section
25(1). It stated that “at the very least,
substantial interference or limitation
that goes beyond the
normal restrictions on
property use or enjoy-
ment found in an open
and democratic society
would amount to depri-
vation” (para 32). Ap-
plying that standard, the
Court said that the deci-
sive feature of the stat-
ute was the fact that the
statute imposed a “sub-
stantive obstacle to al-
ienation”. The Court further observed
that the right to alienate property is
an important feature of its use and
enjoyment (para 33).

While the Court in First National
Bank did not provide a comprehen-
sive definition of deprivation, it did
clarify the relationship between the
deprivation and expropriation re-
quirements. It stated that expropria-
tions are a subset of deprivations,
with the result that any law that pro-
vides for an expropriation of prop-
erty must first satisfy the requirements
of section 25(1). If these requirements

are met, the law must then be tested
under the requirements of section
25(2).

The effect of this view is to make
the distinction between deprivations
and expropriations somewhat less
important because the question of
whether the law is a valid expropria-
tion will come up only if a court de-
termines that the law either meets the
section 25(1) requirements or, if not, is
a valid limitation under section 36 of
the Constitution. If it does not, as was
the situation in the case itself, “that is
the end of the matter”, as the Court
put it in First National Bank (para 58).
This point is important because it is
likely to be the outcome in most cases.
A law that passes muster at the sec-
tion 25(1) stage is unlikely to fail at the
expropriation stage, and, conversely,

a law that fails to meet
the section 25(2) expro-
priation requirement is
likely to fail to withstand
scrutiny at the earlier
section 25(1) stage.

Is the deprivation
‘arbitrary’?
Before First National
Bank, South African
commentators had dif-
fered over the best way

of interpreting the requirement that a
deprivation of property not be ‘arbi-
trary’ within the meaning of section
25(1). Some had argued that the re-
quirement of non-arbitrariness
should be interpreted to be the same
as rationality review (Budlender.
1998). Another view was that, even if
it is rational in the sense that it has
some plausible means-end relation-
ship, a deprivation must satisfy the
section 36 proportionality require-
ment (Van der Walt, 1997).

The Court in First National Bank
rejected both of these approaches.
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First, it rejected a thin, “mere rational-
ity” approach, stating that the term
“arbitrary” in section 25(1) “refers to a
wider concept and a more control-
ling principle that is more demand-
ing than the enquiry into mere ration-
ality” (para 65). It also rejected a
view that would conflate the section
25(1) and section 36 stages of scru-
tiny, stating that non-arbitrariness is
not as intrusive a concept as the pro-
portionality requirement of section
36 of the Constitution.

Instead, the Court steered a posi-
tion between the two extremes,
adopting an approach that clearly
involves a degree of substantive re-
view that pushes first-stage, section
25(1) analysis in the direction of sec-
ond-stage, section 36 proportional-
ity analysis.

The Court articulated a multi-step
test for determining whether a law
amounts to an arbitrary deprivation
of property. It said that “deprivation
of property is ‘arbitrary’ as meant by
section 25 when the ‘law’ referred to
in section 25(1) does not provide suf-
ficient reason for the particular dep-
rivation in question or is procedurally
unfair” (para 100). On the facts of
the First National Bank case, the
Court held that the statute failed the
test. Where, as in this case, the statu-
tory means involved total deprivation
of the owner’s property, there must
be a close nexus among three fac-
tors: (1) the owner and the transaction
giving rise to the debt, (2) the property
taken and the debt, and (3) the
owner and the debtor (para 108). In
this case, the Court found that the
nexus did not exist.

Although the Court’s test has the
superficial appearance of formality,
upon closer inspection it resembles in
some ways the United States Su-
preme Court’s multi-factor balancing
approach to regulatory takings

cases. Plainly, there is considerable
room for judicial discretion. Where the
law deprives the owner of land or
movables of all or most of the twigs in
the bundle of rights, judicial review will
be intense. On the other hand, where
only a few of the incidents of owner-
ship are affected and the regulatory
purpose is highly important, the level
of scrutiny will be weak.

Section 36 limitation
analysis
Assuming that a court finds that the
challenged government measure
amounts to an arbitrary deprivation
of property under section 25(1), the
infringement may, theoretically
speaking, still be sustained under sec-
tion 36 – the general limitation. How-
ever, the practice is likely to be differ-
ent. Certainly, if the measure is held
to be arbitrary because it is proce-
durally unfair or provides insufficient
reason for the property deprivation,
it will not meet the requirement of
section 36(1) that it be “reasonable
and justifiable in an open and demo-
cratic society based on human dig-
nity, equality and freedom”.

There was considerable uncer-
tainty before the First National Bank
case about the relationship between
sections 25(1) and 36, which this case
failed to clarify. The Court assumed,
without deciding, that section 36
does apply when an infringement
fails the section 25(1) test (para 110).
Applying the limitation’s analysis,
though not in detail, the Court held
that the infringement could not be
justified because there was no rela-
tionship between the owner and ei-
ther the asset or the debt in question.
The owner was an entirely innocent
third party who completely lost all
rights in its vehicles. This result was
“grossly disproportional” to the state’s
benefit of collecting the debt.

The case tends to confirm the view
that sections 36 seems to have no
meaningful application to section
25(1) (Currie and De Waal, 2005:
562). The analysis of section 36 by
the Court focused on exactly the
same factors as its section 25(1) test.
This ‘telescoping’ effect creates po-
tential problems for the next stage of
analysis.

Does the deprivation
constitute an
expropriation?
If the Court determines (as it did not
in First National Bank) that an arbi-
trary deprivation is justified under
section 36, the next question is
whether the offending act constitutes
an ‘expropriation’ within the mean-
ing of section 25(2). According to that
provision, the state may expropriate
property only if three conditions are
met: first, through a law of general
application; second, through a law
that was enacted in pursuit of a ‘pub-
lic purpose’ or is otherwise in the ‘pub-
lic interest’; and third, if the law pro-
vides for payment of constitutionally
acceptable compensation.

However, after the First National
Bank case, there is unlikely to be an
inquiry into these factors. The Court’s
analysis effectively mooted the dis-
tinction between deprivation and ex-
propriation. By treating expropria-
tions as a species of deprivation,
thereby requiring that even overt
acts of expropriation go through sec-
tion 25(1) analysis, the Court made it
unnecessary in most cases for expro-
priation analysis under section 25(2).

The characterisation of expro-
priations as a subset of deprivations
represents a departure from the
analysis of expropriations in the ear-
lier case of Harksen (1998). In that
case, the Court had treated depriva-
tions and expropriations as categori-
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cally distinct concepts. In Harksen,
the Court said expropriations involve
a permanent acquisition by the state
of some asset (usually an immov-
able). It also said that state actions in
which the state did not actually ac-
quire the asset or did so only tempo-
rarily are not expropriations but dep-
rivations.

In First National
Bank, the Court ap-
pears to abandon this
view in favour of one
that defines the two
forms of state infringe-
ment as substantially
overlapping rather
than mutually exclu-
sive. It is entirely possi-
ble, however, that the
Court will refine its un-
derstanding of the re-
lationship between
expropriations and
deprivations in the future in a way
that leaves permanent physical ac-
quisitions as a separate category,
subject to section 25(2). Less certain
are the prospects that the Court
would recognise the intermediate
category of government actions.
These actions, known in American
law as ‘inverse condemnations’ and
in South Africa as ‘constructive
expropriations’, find little room for rec-
ognition under either the Harksen or
First National Bank approaches.

Following Harksen, there was
some indication in lower court case
law that a constructive expropriation
doctrine might be recognised
(Steinberg v South Peninsula Munici-
pality 2001 (4) SA 1243 (SCA)
[Steinberg]). The Court, in the
Steinberg case, while refusing to find
a constructive expropriation based
on the facts at hand, said that “there
may be room” for the development
of the constructive eviction doctrine

in South Africa. However, First Na-
tional Bank makes that less likely.

Does the expropriation pass
muster under sections
25(2) and 25(3)?
Assuming that an infringement is
found to constitute an expropriation,

to be valid it must sat-
isfy the requirements of
sections 25(2) and
25(3). Basically, this
means that the in-
fringement must meet
the public-purpose/
public-interest require-
ment and provide for
adequate compensa-
tion. The First National
Bank analysis makes it
extremely unlikely that
either of these require-
ments will ever be ad-
dressed. An expropri-

ating law that is not for a public
purpose or in the public interest will
be struck down under section 25(1) as
an arbitrary deprivation.

Putting this problem aside for the
moment, an important question is
whether the state may legitimately
exercise its expropriation power to
transfer property, especially land,
from one private party to another
with no acquisition itself. If section
25(2) were construed to forbid that,
South Africa’s goal of transformative
land reform would be virtually impos-
sible to achieve. A fundamental as-
pect of its land reform programme is
direct redistribution of land from one
private party to another. Fortunately,
section 25(4)(a) of the Constitution
eliminates any doubt on the constitu-
tional legitimacy of this programme,
for it expressly states that “the public
interest includes the nation’s commit-
ment to land reform”.

The compensation requirement is

a trickier matter. While the United
States Constitution requires payment
of fair market value, this may not al-
ways be the case under the South
African Constitution. Section 25(3)(d)
identifies several relevant factors,
including the extent of state involve-
ment, the use to which the property
will be put, and the history of the
state’s acquisition, signalling that
something less than market value
might be paid. Lower courts have
seen fit to do just that (Khumalo v
Potgieter 2000 (2) All SA 456 (LCC);
& Ex parte Former Highland Resi-
dents, In re: Ash and others v Depart-
ment of Land Affairs 2000 (2) All SA
26 (LCC)).

An important and unresolved
question is whether the reference in
section 25(3) to striking an equitable
balance between the public interest
and the interests of the private
owner justifies awarding materially
less than full market value in cases
where transformation of land rights is
not involved. Arguably, the public
interest factor should weigh differ-
ently in different contexts, leading to
different compensation practices in
land reform cases than in cases
where the government’s expropria-
tion is for a more prosaic end. It re-
mains to be seen how the Constitu-
tional Court will use the public
interest factor.

The relationship between
section 25 and socio-
economic rights
Section 25 and the socio-economic
rights provisions in the Constitution
are closely related – both in the way
the courts analyse claims under them
and substantively. The basic substan-
tive relationship is that the constitu-
tional socio-economic rights provi-
sions make it evident, as do the
land-reform provisions of section 25,
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that the constitutional property right
is nothing like a classical liberal prop-
erty right. Plainly, they contemplate
that the state may engage in a signifi-
cant measure of wealth redistribu-
tion, which contradicts the classical
liberal understanding of rights.

The property right clause, read in
conjunction with the socio-economic
rights provisions, underscores the in-
tended transformative character of
the South African Constitution.

Unlike the American Constitution,
for instance, which treats the property
right as strictly negative in function,
subsections 5 to 8 of section 25 of the
South African Constitution specify
certain socio-economic rights as
part of the overall constitutional
scheme of property. Those provisions
make the transformative purpose of
the South African Constitution abun-
dantly clear by undertaking such re-
markable measures as imposing an
obligation on the state to “enable citi-
zens to gain access to land on an
equitable basis” and granting restitu-
tion and other forms of redress for
persons who were dispossessed of
land as a result of apartheid. Such
measures go far beyond anything
found in most other constitutional
property provisions, including those,
like Germany’s, that explicitly recog-
nise the social obligations of owner-
ship. The land and housing rights pro-
visions in sections 25 and 26 are
therefore part of a broader network
of socio-economic rights provisions
included in the Constitution.

One of the most pressing prob-
lems under the Constitution today is
defining the interrelationship be-
tween sections 25 and 26. The Con-
stitution envisions the property right
clause as existing interdependently
with the socio-economic rights provi-
sions, especially the housing rights
clause. But what is the proper bal-

ance between the need to provide
decent housing and the obligation to
protect property rights? The decisions
dealing with that question are the
cases of Government of the Repub-
lic of South Africa and others v
Grootboom and others 2000 (11)
BCLR 1169 (CC) [Grootboom], PE
Municipality 2004 and Modderklip
2004 (SCA). These cases grew out of
a common problem – the eviction of
squatters from informal housing set-
tlements.

Generally, Grootboom makes it
clear, though not explicitly, that the
state has a positive duty in relation to
both the section 25 property rights
and to socio-economic rights.

In PE Municipality the Court rea-
soned that, under the Constitution,
land rights, housing rights, and the
right not to be arbitrarily evicted are
closely intertwined – “the stronger the
right to land, the greater the prospect
of a secure home” (para 19). The
Court identified three “salient fea-
tures” of the Constitution’s “interrela-
tionship between land, hunger,
homelessness and respect for prop-
erty rights” (para 20). First, the land
rights of the dispossessed are gener-
ally not self-enforcing. Second, evic-
tion of people living in informal set-
tlements is permissible even if it results
in the loss of a home. Finally, the
need to seek concrete and case-
specific solutions.

The Court therefore noted the
need to establish an appropriate
constitutional relationship between
sections 25 and 26 (para 23). This
discussion of the judicial function in
eviction cases is remarkable. It is sen-
sitive to the interests of all of the af-
fected parties, explicitly rejecting any
notion that the owner’s interest is
privileged over that of the occupant,
or vice versa.

The Modderklip case posed an

apparent conflict between two con-
stitutional duties of the state: its duty to
protect Modderklip’s ownership
rights under section 25 and its duty to
provide access to adequate housing
under section 26. The Court’s resolu-
tion of this apparent conflict was
premised on its assumption that the
state had a constitutional duty to
break the impasse by removing the
main obstacle to the enforcement of
the eviction order, namely the lack of
available alternative land for the
occupants. The Court treated the
state’s failure in this regard as simulta-
neously a breach of the occupants’
section 26 housing right and
Modderklip’s section 25 property
rights.

The basis for this conclusion was
section 7(2) of the Constitution, which
provides that the state is under a duty
to “respect, protect, promote and
fulfill the rights in the Bill of Rights”. In
the court’s view, by failing to provide
the occupants with alternative hous-
ing in accordance with section 26,
the state failed to protect the owner’s
section 25 property right, as section
7(2) requires (para 52). This ‘protec-
tive-duty’ theory has yet to be fully
developed by South African courts. If
widely adopted, it has the potential
to make South Africa’s property be-
come genuinely transformative.

Conclusion
It is unquestionable that the property
right clause in the Constitution has a
transformative potential. At present,
‘social transformation’ in South Africa
primarily means land reform. Hence,
the eventual outcome of the country’s
attempt to realise its verbal commit-
ment to creating “an open and
democratic society based on human
dignity, equality and freedom” de-
pends heavily on its ability to trans-
form its land regime radically, not only
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as a legal system but as a social re-
ality.

The right of ownership would
have to be viewed through the lens
of the values expressed not only by
the property clause, but also by the

socio-economic rights provisions.
There is considerable room for
achieving greater social transforma-
tion in South Africa through the prop-
erty and other socio-economic rights
provisions.
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The impact of legal strategies for
claiming economic and social rights:
A focus on education and health rightsA focus on education and health rightsA focus on education and health rightsA focus on education and health rightsA focus on education and health rights

Varun Gauri and Daniel BrinksVarun Gauri and Daniel BrinksVarun Gauri and Daniel BrinksVarun Gauri and Daniel BrinksVarun Gauri and Daniel Brinks

More and more (especially recent) constitutions recognise the existence of economic and
social rights. At the same time, these rights are being used to a greater extent to justify

claims against the state and other entities. Courts and quasi-judicial entities (such as human
rights commissions) are increasingly becoming the venues in which these claims are made. In
this article we examine the causes and consequences of economic and social rights litigation,
with a particular focus on education and health rights. We analyse how much, and on which
issues, civil society and other actors resort to courts; what conditions must be present for
claimants to be able to make extensive use of legal strategies; and under what circumstances
court cases generalise and affect social policy.

The extent and forms of
litigation on education
and health rights
We start off by comparing the extent
and forms of litigation on education
and health rights, and explain the
reasons for variations, in five coun-
tries, which include both common
law countries (Nigeria, India and
South Africa) and civil law countries
(Indonesia and Brazil).

Nigeria
The Constitution of the Federal Re-
public of Nigeria of 1999 delineates
economic and social rights but recog-
nises them as “Fundamental Objec-
tives and Directive Principles of State
Policy”. This constitutional structure has
been used to support the opinion,
widely held in Nigerian courts, that
economic and social rights are not
justiciable. An examination of the

case law in three Nigerian states
over the past decade found no more
than 20 cases dealing with the rights
to education and health.

Almost all the education cases
that reached the courts concerned
university education. While it is clear
that the state can license and ac-
credit private educational institutions
(Nigeria’s Constitution, Second
Schedule, Part I item 60[e]), the Nige-
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rian courts have supported the right
to establish and maintain private
schools and universities on the basis
of the rights to property and free ex-
pression (Archbishop Okogie & Oth-
ers v Attorney General of Lagos
State [1981] Nig Const L Reps 337,
340). Nigerian courts have also is-
sued opinions that universities must
grant due process rights to students
before expelling them or withdraw-
ing certifications or degrees (Garba
v University of Maiduguri (1986) 1
Nigerian Weekly Law Reports (pt.18)
550; Omodolapo Adeyanju v West
African Examinations Council (2002)
13 Nigerian Weekly
Law Reports (Part 785)
479). However, there
have been no chal-
lenges to the govern-
ment’s education poli-
cies that question
educational financ-
ing, structure or quality.
Neither have there
been cases demand-
ing greater or wider
provision of education
services.

The majority of
health care cases that
have reached the Nigerian courts
have involved the right to bail so as to
obtain health care. Generally speak-
ing, Nigerian courts have ruled that
detained individuals should be tem-
porarily released or transferred so
that they can obtain appropriate
health care (see, e.g., Fawehinmi v
State (1990) 1 Nigerian Weekly Law
Reports (Part 127) 486, 496-497).
However, at least one High Court
has ruled that general ill-health not
characterised by a sudden attack or
emergency is not a sufficient reason
for granting bail on health grounds
(State v Donald Jaja, CHARGE NO
PHC/IC/97, Ruling of Honorable Jus-

tice Acho Ogbonna, 4 February,
1988).

But there have been no cases
challenging the extent, quality, or fi-
nancing of primary or hospital-
based care in Nigeria.

Indonesia
The Indonesian Constitution, essen-
tially rewritten in a series of amend-
ments from 1999 to 2002, includes
economic and social rights that mir-
ror the rights contained in the princi-
pal international human rights trea-
ties. When Indonesia’s Constitutional
Court was established in 2003, it

opened the possibility,
for the first time, of pe-
titions for abstract re-
view of legislation that
might violate the con-
stitutional rights of indi-
viduals.

A review of case
law from 1995 to 2005
identified seven court
cases concerning the
right to health care.
Three involved medi-
cal malpractice, a kind
of legal claim not typi-
cally analysed under

the rubric of the right to health, but
which, when enforced by courts, can
have a significant effect on health-
care quality, and which can trans-
form into a more typical right to
health claim. An example is a case in
which a two-year-old boy was
paralyzed after allegedly receiving
poorly produced polio vaccine dur-
ing an immunisation drive in a rural
area (Opik v Republic of Indonesia
Government, Civil Court, Cibadak,
West Java Case Number: No 13/
Pdt.G/2005/Pn.Cbd). In that case, as
is common for all categories of legal
disputes in Indonesia, the plaintiff
withdrew his claim and negotiated a

settlement with the defendant, the
terms of which were secret.

In one education case, university
students who had been suspended
for protesting against new fee poli-
cies at their institution successfully ar-
gued that they should be reinstated
(In re Petition to Nullify Administrative
Action of the President of the Univer-
sity of Indonesia (Administrative
Court, Jakarta) Case No 21/G.TUN/
2001/PTUN-JKT). In another, a group
of parents and teachers challenged
a land swap deal in which a middle
school would be relocated so as to
accommodate new shopping areas,
but lost the case (Melawai Junior
High School (Civil Court, Jakarta)
Case No PTJ.PDT.425.837.2004). In
addition, a series of three cases chal-
lenged the constitutionality of the
central government budgets of 2005
and 2006 on the grounds that the
budget did not allocate 20% to (non-
salary) educational expenditure, as
required in the Constitution and in the
basic law organising the education
sector (Judicial Review of the 2005
and 2006 State Budget Law Case
Nos 012/PUU-III/2005 and 026/PUU-
III/2006 [State Budget Law]). The
Constitutional Court agreed that the
budget law was unconstitutional, but
chose not to declare it null and void
because of the resulting policy con-
sequences. The central government’s
non-salary education budget has
increased in recent years despite the
lack of a remedy offered by the
Constitutional Court, and some por-
tion of this increase could be attrib-
uted to legal pressure (World Bank,
2007).

Two patterns are most apparent
with regard to litigation over health
and education rights in Indonesia. The
first is that litigants in the ordinary
courts typically win by losing. While
the courts’ decisions are adverse,
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petitioners secure some relief from the
government in negotiations that run
parallel to the case. A group of refu-
gees seeking medical assistance in
Nunukan, for example, actually ob-
tained that assistance shortly after
losing their case (53 Indonesian citi-
zens acting for all Indonesian citizens
v The Republic of Indonesia Govern-
ment [Civil Court, Jakarta], Case No
28/Pdt.G/2003/PN.Jkt.pusat).

The second trend is that the Con-
stitutional Court appears to be a
more robust forum for the assertion of
health and education rights. This is
evidenced most clearly in the court’s
treatment of the State Budget Law
cases described above.

South Africa
South Africa’s post-apartheid Consti-
tution of 1996 explicitly includes the
rights to housing, health care, food
and water, education, and social
security. Given the predisposition of
the courts to enforce economic and
social rights, the existence of a broad
social consensus in support of social
transformation and the redress of
social inequities from previous dec-
ades, and the significant influence of
the South African courts on constitu-
tional theories in other countries, one
would expect more litigation on eco-
nomic and social rights in this country.

A review of cases in non-special-
ised courts, at the level of the High
Court and above, found 37 eco-
nomic and social rights cases dealing
with health, education, water, social
security, and housing since 1996, of
which 24 relate to health and educa-
tion. This does not include trial court
or administrative agency decisions.

On health rights, a few cases
have had a significant effect on gov-
ernment policies. These include those
involving the government’s failure to
provide antiretroviral treatment to

(medically) deserving HIV/AIDS pa-
tients in prison (Van Biljon v Minister
of Correctional Services 1997 (4) SA
441 (C) & EN & Others v Govern-
ment of the Republic of South Africa
& Others Case No
4576/06, 28 August
2006) and the barriers
to pregnant women in
accessing govern-
ment programme to
prevent mother-to-
child transmission of
HIV/AIDS (Minister of
Health v Treatment
Action Campaign
2002 (5) SA 721 (CC)
[TAC]).

Furthermore, the
courts have also inter-
vened in broadly regu-
latory issues relating to the patenting
and dispensing of medications (Phar-
maceutical Manufacturers’ Associa-
tion of South Africa v President of the
Republic of South Africa Case No
4183/98, High Court of South Africa
[Transvaal Provincial Division] – with-
drawn on 18 April 2001; and Hazel
Tau v GlaxoSmithKline South Africa
(Pty) Ltd and Boehringer Ingelheim
(Proprietary) Limited Complaint be-
fore the Competition Commission of
South Africa, Case No 2002 Sep
226 – settled on 9 December 2003).

On education, the courts have
rendered somewhat contradictory
decisions on the right to ‘own lan-
guage’ education. In Laerskool
Middelburg v Departementshoof,
Mpumalanga Departement van
Onderwys 2003 (4) SA 160 (T), for
instance, the conversion of an
Afrikaans-medium school to a dual-
medium school was seen as consist-
ent with the right to education in the
language of choice. But in Western
Cape Minister of Education v Gov-
erning Body of Mikro Primary School

2005 (10) BCLR 973 (SCA), the Su-
preme Court of Appeal held that
while the learners had a right to re-
ceive education in English and the
state had the duty to fulfil that right,

the learners did not
have a constitutional
right to receive an
education at the
particular school in
question. It also af-
firmed the educa-
tional rights of asylum
seekers in Minister of
Home Affairs v
Watchenuka 2004 (4)
SA 326 (SCA).

South African liti-
gation on health and
education rights dem-
onstrates that courts

have been involved in the adjudica-
tion of the former more than they
have in the latter.

India
Starting in the early 1980s, India’s
Supreme Court began to take the
position that economic and social
rights are judicially enforceable. But
perhaps as important was a signifi-
cant expansion in access to the
courts that occurred in the same era.
The Indian courts established a cat-
egory of claims, called public interest
litigation, in which applicants to
courts need not demonstrate that
they themselves have suffered harm
in order to have standing. The courts
also lowered the standard for a writ
petition, so that even letters to the
court could qualify. Furthermore, the
Supreme Court began to examine
social concerns on its own initiative.

A review of cases since the early
1980s found 209 involving the right to
health and 173 involving the right to
education. Cases reached courts in
all regions of India, but it is notewor-

South AfricanSouth AfricanSouth AfricanSouth AfricanSouth African
litigationlitigationlitigationlitigationlitigation
demonstratesdemonstratesdemonstratesdemonstratesdemonstrates
that courtsthat courtsthat courtsthat courtsthat courts
have been morehave been morehave been morehave been morehave been more
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adjudication ofadjudication ofadjudication ofadjudication ofadjudication of
health rightshealth rightshealth rightshealth rightshealth rights
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thy that only 14% of those cases origi-
nated in the poor and so-called
BIMARU states (Bihar, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh),
which together account for about
40% of India’s population. Nation-
wide, applicants won 81% of the
cases. Major areas of litigation have
included reimbursement for medical
expenses on the part of government
employees, public health (including
industrial pollution, sanitation, and
potable water), HIV/AIDS preven-
tion and treatment, medical negli-
gence, university admissions and fees,
and the establishment of private
schools.

The Indian courts have used edu-
cation and health rights to change
government policies. This has been
done as follows: by establishing new
rules through which patients can
claim medical negligence or miscon-
duct; by helping to create a reliable
blood bank, provoking some states to
establish midday meal programmes
in schools; by clarifying rules regard-
ing university fees; and by limiting air
and water pollution.

Two themes stand out in the Indian
cases. First, most cases in India con-
cerned government regulation of
health care facilities or schools, or the
relative liberties and obligations of
service providers and service recipi-
ents; most did not involve claims for
government provision in areas where
the government was not already
acting. Second, the majority of cases
concerned the interests of the lower-
middle or the middle classes, not the
interests of the extremely poor. There
were more cases involving university
than primary education, and more
cases in rich than in poor states.

Brazil
Brazil’s Constitution of 1988 is a pro-
grammatic document that places sig-

nificant emphasis on social rights. It
regards education as a right of all
people and a duty of the state and
the family (Constitution of the Federal
Republic of Brazil, art. 205). It further
states that all public education, basic
and higher, should be free of charge
(art. 206 [iv]), and that the federal
government should spend 18% of its
resources on education
while states and mu-
nicipalities should
spend 25% (art. 212).
Constitutional amend-
ment 29 (September
2000) similarly estab-
lishes minimum ex-
penditures on health
as a share of rev-
enues for the federal,
state, and municipal
governments. Na-
tional legislation further provides
for all necessary health care serv-
ices to be provided to the public
without charge.

Since 1996 thousands of Brazilian
claimants have filed largely success-
ful court cases involving the rights to
health care and education. Most of
these have been demands for medi-
cations either not regularly provided
by the various levels of government
or provided in theory but not avail-
able in practice. There have also
been a large number of cases invok-
ing the right to health against private
health insurance companies, arguing
that a specific procedure should be
reimbursable in spite of contractual
language.

Right to education cases at basic
and secondary levels have been far
less numerous, but still number in the
hundreds. Significant themes in right
to education cases have been the
mainstreaming of disabled children,
and school repair in rural and urban
areas. More than 90% of court cases

on the rights to health and education
have been decided in favour of the
applicants.

Some of the cases, particularly
those related to medications, have
had significant budgetary conse-
quences. For instance, it has been
estimated that in São Paulo State the
expenditure on judicially awarded

medications consti-
tutes 5–10% of the
state health budget.
These medication
cases now serve as
an informal feedback
mechanism for the of-
ficial pharmaceutical
formulary, providing
information to gov-
ernments when formu-
lary revisions are de-
manded.

Several patterns stand out in the
Brazilian court cases. First, unlike
cases in all the other countries, the
great majority in Brazil have in-
volved claims for direct state provi-
sion of services, particularly medica-
tions. Second, most of the cases have
been individual cases in which claims
are usually conceded. Third, Brazilian
courts have usually relied on a vari-
ety of constitutional provisions – par-
ticularly the right to life and the exist-
ence of legislation implementing the
constitutional provisions on the right to
health care – when requiring the state
to provide medications.

The causes and
consequences of the
legalisation of education
and health rights

Conditions for the use of
the courts
Under what conditions do actors, in-
dividuals and groups use courts to
claim economic and social rights in
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general, and health and education
rights in particular?

Some analysts have argued that
the existence of a legal support struc-
ture, consisting of well-funded legal
organisations oriented to the ad-
vancement of the public interest, is a
key and necessary condition for hu-
man rights litigation. We think that the
answer is more complex.

The level of legal mobilisation is
determined by demand, supply, and
response variables. On the demand
side are the capabilities and strategic
calculations of those mobilising
around a particular issue. On the
supply side are the features of the
legal system, including the likely judi-
cial response, with which they must in-
teract if they press a legal claim. On
the response side are the character-
istics of the entities to which potential
demands could be addressed, includ-
ing their likely level of resistance, their
latent capacity, and their organisa-
tional development.

Reviewing the country’s experi-
ences in the light of this (very brief)
account, it is apparent that in Brazil
a favourable demand structure, a
hospitable judiciary, and a state dis-
posed to comply with judicial requests
all contributed to the large number of
cases documented in the country.
Following the movement that pre-
cipitated the return to democracy in
the late 1980s, and the mobilisation
surrounding HIV/AIDS policies that
began around the same time, the
demands for health rights are rela-
tively well organised in Brazil (Gauri
and Lieberman, 2006). At the same
time, the judiciary can employ legal
principles clearly based on the
widely accepted Constitution of
1988. The state is generally support-
ive of health care rights. Indeed, ap-
peals of lower court judgments are
usually not based on resistance to the

court order but on disputes about
which entity – federal, state, or munici-
pal government – is responsible for
providing the medication in question.

In India, it seems that supply-side
changes, particularly looser rules of
standing and a court-led effort to
refocus the judiciary on issues of pov-
erty, circumvented what at the time
was a relatively weak demand for
judicial services and eventually led to
an increase in cases on economic
and social rights in general (Sathe,
2002).

In South Africa, mobilisation by
HIV/AIDS activists has led to a series
of important cases in that policy
area. But demand-side mobilisation
in other policy areas has not been
sufficient to overcome traditional rules
of standing.

In Nigeria and Indonesia the
courts are (socially and, in the case of
Indonesia, geographically) remote
from poor people; and organised
civil society remains incipient outside
the major cities.

What factors explain
judicial support?
The content of national constitutions
and legislation are not determinative,
as the contrasting interpretations of
similarly structured education and
health rights in Nigeria and India re-
veal. Judicial attitudes are important,
but probably driven primarily by the
positions of the respondents. It is
practically impossible for courts to
enforce judgments in the face of
determined political resistance
(Rosenberg, 1993) or abject inca-
pacity. With the possible exception of
a few judgments in India, in no case
did courts require a government to
formulate and implement an entirely
new social programme in an area in
which none existed. Instead, even the
most aggressive court decisions have

tended to justify their rulings with the
observation that the governments
have already committed themselves
to the policy directive being ordered.

Thus, the observed behaviour of
courts is very far from a story of anti-
democratic judicial usurpation. In re-
ality courts have been extremely
cognisant, perhaps to a fault, of the
likely government, elite, and popular
support for their rulings.

When do the benefits of
legal strategies generalise?
Legal strategies, especially when they
are successful, can lead to legislated
policy changes that benefit all simi-
larly situated individuals, regardless of
their access to legal channels of de-
mand.

A relatively small, predominantly
urban non-governmental organisa-
tion (NGO) such as the Treatment
Action Campaign in South Africa
can trigger a nationwide change in
policy on the free provision of
antiretrovirals that benefits poor rural
women.

The accumulation of individual
demands for the supply of particular
new medication at government ex-
pense in Brazil has led to their inclu-
sion in public health posts and their
routine dispensing even to those who
do not file lawsuits.

Even unsuccessful litigation, such
as the case involving the Nunukan
refugees in Indonesia, can pressure
the government to provide services to
the litigants and to all those who are
in a similar situation.

When does a course of
litigation promote the
interests of the poor?
Normally the rich and upper middle
classes have access to the required
legal resources to initiate litigation,
and one would presume that the ju-
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diciary would be most responsive to
the concerns of people like them-
selves. There is evidence in support of
this proposition in the cases we stud-
ied. For instance, there are more cases
originating from urban than rural
areas, more cases per capita in the
rich than poor states of India, more
cases on university than basic educa-
tion, and more cases on health care
(because the middle classes tend to
use public health facilities) than in
education (because the middle
classes have typically exited the pub-
lic school system).

Nevertheless, there are at least
three pathways whereby a course of
litigation can benefit poor people.
First, the state or civil society can fi-
nance organisations whose objec-
tive is to promote the interests of poor
people and of society as a whole,
such as the Brazilian Ministério
Público or certain capable NGOs in
India. Second, after middle class
patients have blazed the way in liti-
gation, similar cases that follow are
less costly and risky to mount. Hence,
second generation cases can fall
well within the budget constraints of
groups of poor people. Something
like this appears to have happened
with the medication cases in Brazil.
Third, where the middle classes and

the poor have overlapping interests,
as is the case with infectious diseases
and industrial pollution, poor people
can benefit indirectly from litigation
for economic and social rights.

Conclusion
Constitutions and courts are a crucial,
and in some ways even paradig-
matic, means whereby economic
and social rights in general, and edu-
cation and health rights in particular,
can mitigate poverty. The debate
over the role of courts in promoting
‘positive’ rights has occurred largely in
the abstract. A number of courts in
developing countries have been rul-
ing on and enforcing these rights for
over a decade, and it is possible to
examine that historical record to de-
termine if the critics or supporters of
their judicial enforcement have been
more accurate.

An examination of five countries
finds that alleged problems relating
to judicial expertise, separation of
powers, and usurpation of the other
branches of government have not
been significant consequences of, or
impediments to, judicial activity. On
the other hand, there appears to be
foundation for the concern that the
legalisation of these rights might not
benefit the poorest and most destitute

individuals, at least not initially. There
appear to be conditions under which
legal strategies for their enforcement
will benefit poor people, but the
conditions are far from universal, and
it may take time before the benefits
reach the people most in need of it.
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Review of the sixth report of the South
African Human Rights Commission
An introductionAn introductionAn introductionAn introductionAn introduction

Sibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile Khoza

In August 2006 the South African Human Rights Commission (the Commission) released the
much expected Sixth economic and social rights report 2003–2006 (the sixth report), which

was compiled in terms of its mandate to monitor progress in the realisation of socio-economic
rights under section 184(3) of the South African Constitution of 1996.

plementation of socio-economic
rights in South Africa.

The assessments that follow seek
to make a contribution to the parlia-
mentary review of the Commission’s
powers and role and to strengthen
the Commission’s monitoring man-
date, particularly its reporting obli-
gations.

They critically engage with the
content and form of the relevant
chapters of the sixth report, point out
their weaknesses and
strengths, and make
recommendations for
their improvement.

General issues
The Commission has
performed its func-
tion of monitoring the
realisation of socio-
economic rights rela-
tively well, for which it
has earned consider-
able respect nationally. It is argu-
ably one of the most effective na-
tional human rights institutions in the
world. Over the years it has devel-
oped functioning processes and pro-
cedures for monitoring, and has con-
sistently reported on the progress
made by various government de-
partments in realising socio-eco-
nomic rights.

However, criticism has been lev-
elled at the manner in which the
Commission has executed its monitor-
ing mandate. This negative commen-
tary has focused on the exclusion of
civil society in the reporting process,
the inadequate use of existing institu-
tional and organisational resources,
the withholding from the public of in-
formation received from government
departments, and the lack of follow-
up on its previous recommendations.

There has been no
shortage of strong calls
for reforms in the Com-
mission (Community
Law Centre, 2007).

Broad concerns
about the sixth
report and
recommendations
A lot was expected
from this report. The
fact that it covers a

longer period and embodies the ad-
ditional methodology that was used to
collect information raised the expec-
tation that it would contain more com-
prehensive information than the pre-
vious reports. For the first time the
Commission used field (community)
research to collect information on the
impact of government policies and
programmes on communities.

Previous reports have been based on
the monitoring time frame of one fi-
nancial year. In contrast, the sixth re-
port covers three financial years
(2002/3 to 2005/6). This was not by
design since only recently (after the
launch of the sixth report) did the
Commission decide to change its
monitoring time frame “from one
year to a three year financial cycle
in line with the government three
year funding cycle” (Thipanyane,
2007: 14).

This section of the ESR Review
contains critical reviews of certain
chapters of the sixth report that focus
on the right to land, the right of ac-
cess to adequate housing, the right of
access to social security and the right
of access to water. This review comes
in the wake of two key develop-
ments relating to the Commission’s
monitoring mandate. First, the Com-
mission is currently in the process of
reviewing its monitoring mandate
(Thipanyane, 2007). Second, a par-
liamentary committee, headed by
Prof. Kader Asmal, is currently review-
ing all institutions in Chapter 9 of the
South African Constitution and other
statutory bodies and its report is due
to be released by August 2007. These
two developments will undoubtedly
shape the manner in which the Com-
mission monitors progress in the im-
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Despite this, the report is astonish-
ingly thin and arguably the weakest
report the Commission has ever pro-
duced. While size is not a guarantee
of quality, this particular report, as
the reviews of individual chapters
show, is lacking in substance and
quality. Certain important informa-
tion is missing, the data from the field
research is meagre, and some key
policies and items of legislation have
not been adequately and critically
analysed.

However, the Commission
should be commended for conduct-
ing field research to as-
sess whether govern-
ment policies are
making a tangible im-
pact in communities. A
common criticism has
been that the state’s poli-
cies are often well for-
mulated but poorly im-
plemented and do not
reach the intended ben-
eficiaries. The Commission’s field re-
search will help it to verify independ-
ently the information received from
government departments. To inten-
sify its data collection, the Commission
should consider two things. First, it
would benefit by attending imbizo’s
together with the government. Sec-
ond, it should rigorously verify the in-
formation received from government
departments by, among other things,
seeking divergent views from various
stakeholders, including civil society,
academics and other statutory institu-
tions.

Another glaring weakness of the
sixth report is that it is not sufficiently
linked to the previous reports. It is thus
not possible to determine whether the
Commission’s earlier recommenda-
tions were implemented or, if they
were, to what extent. Such linkage
could be done through, for instance,

having a dedicated section in the
report on the state of socio-economic
rights in South Africa to reflect the
general level of implementation dur-
ing the period of monitoring and to
point out key achievements by the
government during the period under
review. Such information could
prove very useful in tracking the
progress made in the implementation
of these rights.

Furthermore, each chapter of the
report could include a section deal-
ing with the extent to which previous
recommendations have been imple-

mented. Such a sec-
tion could also high-
light the long-standing
recommendations
that have not yet
been implemented.
For example, South
Africa has not imple-
mented the Commis-
sion’s recommenda-
tion that it must ratify

the International Covenant on Eco-
nomic, Social and Cultural Rights (the
Covenant), which was made in its
second report. Keeping such recom-
mendations in all reports will go a
long way to ensuring that they are not
ignored. It will also confirm that the
Commission strongly believes in its
recommendations and serve as a
benchmark for determining whether
the Commission is effective. It would
have been useful for the Commission
to have requested the government
to explain why it had not yet ratified
the Covenant and when it intended
doing so.

In essence, the Commission
needs to view its economic and social
rights reports as a continuum rather
than as stand-alone documents.

Measures to realise socio-eco-
nomic rights include those that South
Africa has adopted in the interna-

tional arena, such as international
declarations, plans of action and
resolutions taken at key international
conferences. Although these commit-
ments are not legally binding, the
Commission should persuade the
government to implement them as
part of the measures to realise socio-
economic rights.

It is unfortunate that the report is
silent on an important international
development, namely the Voluntary
Guidelines for the progressive reali-
sation of the right to adequate food
in the national context (2005). The
South African government actively
participated in the processes leading
to the adoption of this unique docu-
ment.

It is commendable that the Com-
mission uses the standard of reasona-
bleness in the sixth protocols for
2003–2006. However, the Commis-
sion’s use of the standard in its assess-
ment is rather lopsided in that it
hardly considers whether the meas-
ures reportedly taken by government
departments are “comprehensive,
coherent, coordinated, flexible, rea-
sonably formulated and imple-
mented, and pay attention to the
needs of those in desperate circum-
stances, transparent and allow for
participation of relevant stake-hold-
ers”. These elements should form an
essential part of the standard for
measuring state compliance with its
social and economic rights obliga-
tions under the Constitution. Using this
accepted standard would help gov-
ernment departments to understand
what is expected of them and ensure
that unnecessary court challenges
are avoided.

The Commission has consistently
reported that government depart-
ments have not always been co-
operative in giving the information
required for the reports – often pro-
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viding inadequate and/or incorrect
information or submitting it late –
and this has led the Commission to
invoke its powers to subpoena gov-
ernment officials. Such problems
doubtless influence the quality of
the reports and may have affected
this report.

The sixth report, like the previous
ones, fails to integrate the relevant
Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) sufficiently in its assessment.
MDGs are useful international
benchmarks for measuring the reali-
sation of a wide range of socio-eco-
nomic rights. The Commission should
seek information regarding South

Africa’s progress in achieving the
MDGs.

Conclusion
The integrity and credibility of the
Commission and respect for it de-
pends on the manner in which it
operates, its effectiveness, and the
quality of its outputs. The Commission
has played an important role as a
guardian of human rights in South
Africa’s hard-won constitutional de-
mocracy. Given that socio-economic
rights are partly programmatic rights,
the monitoring role played by the
Commission is indispensable. The re-
views that follow offer some recom-

mendations on how the Commission
may better fulfill that role.

The Commission has faced many
challenges in its operations since its
establishment more than a decade
ago but some of these are surmount-
able. For example, the lack of ca-
pacity at the Commission can be
easily solved by an increase in its
budgetary allocation to enable it to
discharge its duties effectively and
efficiently.

Sibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile KhozaSibonile Khoza is the Coordinator

of, and a Senior Researcher in, the

Socio-Economic Rights Project.
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The right to land

Siyambonga HelebaSiyambonga HelebaSiyambonga HelebaSiyambonga HelebaSiyambonga Heleba

Land deprivation has been identified as one of the ugliest legacies of the apartheid era. The
government, through the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) adopted in

1994, had set a target of returning up to 30% of the land (of the 80% that is in the hands of
a white minority) to the landless by 1999. By 2007 it had managed to return only 4% of that
land. The ‘willing seller – willing buyer’ principle, which the government has been using to redistrib-
ute land, has been blamed for the slow pace at which redistribution has occurred so far.

The land restitution programme,
which has been implemented largely
in rural areas, has mainly taken the
form of cash compensation to ben-
eficiaries and not the transfer of land.

Given the lack of progress on

land reform, the land chapter in the
Sixth economic and social rights re-
port 2003–2006 (the sixth report) of
the South African Human Rights
Commission (the Commission) is very
important, especially the part outlin-

ing the challenges in realising the
right to land. The present review of the
land chapter will not be preoccu-
pied with the statistical information
about the small amount of progress
that has been made, but will instead
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provide an overview of the chapter
and seek to augment it by identifying
impediments to land reform and pro-
viding additional information that
may be used to assess the progress
achieved so far in realising land rights.

An analysis of the land
chapter

Land redistribution
The land chapter correctly points out
that land redistribution has largely
been driven by the Land Redistribu-
tion for Agricultural Development
(LRAD) programme. The programme
was intended for emerging small-
scale farmers and was never meant
to complement other government
programmes such as the RDP.  One
of the aims of the RDP is the procure-
ment of land for human settlement
purposes.

Realising that it had failed to meet
its land redistribution target of 30% by
1999, the government recommitted
itself to a new deadline. The land
chapter of the Commission’s sixth re-
port points out that the government
plans to meet the target of 30% by
the year 2015. However, from the pro-
ceedings of the land summit held in
July 2005 (Department of Agricul-
ture and Land Affairs, 2005a) it ap-
pears that the government in fact
aims to meet this target by 2014, a
year earlier. In addition, from the
draft recommendations of the 2005
land summit (Department of Agricul-
ture and Land Affairs, 2005b) it
emerges that the government would
be able to achieve this target by dis-
carding the much-criticised ‘willing
seller – willing buyer’ strategy.

According to the Commission, the
failure of the market-based strategy
has led the government to enact
new pieces of legislation such as the
Expropriation of Land Rights Act

(ELRA). However, this
statement by the Com-
mission is misleading
since no such Act was
passed after the adop-
tion of the ‘willing seller
– willing buyer’ principle
after 1994. There is,
however, the Expro-
priation of Land Rights
Act of 1975. In fact, it
appears from the land
reform policy document
of the Department of Agriculture
and Land Affairs (the DLA) of 1999,
entitled ‘Policy and procedures for ex-
propriation of land in terms of Act 26
and the Extension of Security of Ten-
ure Act’ (ESTA), that expropriation will
take place on the basis of ELRA.
However, owing to ELRA’s silence on
the procedures and guidelines to be
followed, the DLA will employ the
Land and Assistance Act of 1993 and
ESTA when expropriating land.

It is encouraging that South Africa
saw its first case of expropriation in
March 2007 with the expropriation
of the Pniel Farm of 25 000 ha
worth R35,5 million for the Pniel com-
munity in Kimberley.

The land chapter also points out
that despite notable increases in the
recent budgets for land reform, the
only major progress achieved in land
redistribution was in 2002. To speed
up land redistribution, it has been
suggested that the government must,
in addition to providing adequate
funding, replace its current reactive
approach with:

a means of engaging with
“articulated” demand by the very
poor, the destitute … and a
proactive strategy to acquire and,
where needed, subdivide land as it
comes on to the market and, where
this fails, to expropriate in areas of
high demand (district- or area-
based strategies). (Hall, 2005)

It is pleasing to note
that on 15 May 2007
the Minister for Agricul-
ture and Land Affairs,
Lulu Xingwana, an-
nounced that her de-
partment would soon
table for approval be-
fore the cabinet a “spe-
cial-purpose vehicle”
(SPV) to speed up and
facilitate effective land
reform (Mail & Guard-

ian Online, 2007).

Land restitution
Land restitution is an important fea-
ture of South Africa’s land reform
policy, which is particularly true for
rural claims. If the government hopes
to reduce poverty and hunger signifi-
cantly by 2015 in line with its commit-
ment to the UN Millennium Develop-
ment Goals (Goal 1 in particular), it
needs to speed up the settlement of
rural claims such as those in the prov-
inces of Eastern Cape, Northern
Cape, KwaZulu Natal, Limpompo
and Mpumalanga. These are the
areas in South Africa where poverty
is most prevalent.

Where possible, restitution should
take the form of land transfer – and
not cash – with the necessary post-
settlement support.

The land chapter hails as a break-
through the passing of the Restitution
of Land Rights Amendment Act of
2003, whose aim, among others, is to
empower the Minister of Land Affairs
to expropriate land, which promises
to speed up the return of land to the
landless. However, the chapter la-
ments that there has been no case of
expropriation between the time the
Act became operational and the
time of writing. But, as mentioned
above, in March 2007 the DLA
carried out its first expropriation in
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the form of the Pniel Farm near
Kimberly.

On progress in general the land
chapter indicates that of the 79 694
claims validated in 2003, 59 345
had been settled by 2005, represent-
ing a cumulative 887 093 ha of redis-
tributed land. According to Hall
(2005), while up to three-quarters of
the claims had been settled by 2005,
only 6% of these involved rural land
and settlement has been mainly
through compensation. Conse-
quently, with the current backlog in-
volving mostly rural claims, land resti-
tution has done little to achieve land
reform.

Tenure reform and
communal tenure
There seems to be consensus that the
position of farm dwellers has become
worse since the advent of democ-
racy in 1994. While a few have been
recipients of RDP housing, many
have been driven to communal ar-
eas and a majority have moved to
urban informal settlements.

The land chapter paints an
alarming picture of evictions, not-
withstanding various pieces of legis-
lation aimed at curbing this practice.
The chapter points to research by
NGOs such as Nkuzi Development
Association, which shows that be-
tween October 2001 and May
2005 there were 1 238 cases of
eviction, 76% of which were unre-
solved. Owing to farm-dwellers’ ig-
norance of the law, many have
been victims of constructive dismissals
by farm owners (fired by making
working conditions intolerable).

The introduction of the Restitution
of Land Rights Act 1994 (RLRA), the
Labour Relations Act 1995 (LRA), the
Labour Tenants Act 1996 (LTA), ESTA,
and the Basic Conditions of Employ-
ment Act led to evictions of about

442 000 farm dwellers. In addition,
the introduction of the Sectoral Deter-
mination for Agriculture and a mini-
mum wage on farms resulted in the
further eviction of 138 000 farm
dwellers. All this leads to the conclu-
sion that these items of legislation,
instead of affording security and pro-
tection to farm dwellers, have had
adverse consequences for them.

On the question of communal
land tenure, it is generally agreed
that land reform should place par-
ticular emphasis on the empower-
ment of rural communities – such as
the former “homelands” – where 30%
of South Africa’s population live in
abject poverty. The land chapter in
this regard praises the
introduction of the
Communal Land Rights
Act 2004 (CLRA), which,
together with the Land
Use Management Bill
when it is passed,
presents great hope for
rural development.

Post-settlement
support
Post-transfer support is
an important feature
of the land reform programme. The
land chapter points out that despite
such programmes as the Settlement/
Land Acquisition Grant (SLAG), the
Land Reform Support Programme
(LRSP) and LRAD, which were de-
signed to provide post-settlement
support, there has been no effective
use of land by beneficiaries. This has
raised concerns that inexperienced
recipients of commercial farms can-
not make effective use of them, which
will lead to food shortage in the coun-
try (Mail & Guardian Online, 2007).

Regarding financial support, it has
been noted by Hall (2005) that the
Comprehensive Agricultural Support

Programme (CASP) will provide
much-needed support such as
farmer credit. Even more encourag-
ing is the recent announcement by
the Minister of Agriculture and Land
Affairs that, while the government will
be proactively acquiring land and
holdings and developing it in terms of
the proposed SPV, the beneficiaries
will be undergoing skills training (Mail
& Guardian Online, 2007).

Challenges and
recommendations
The land chapter correctly points out
that the main challenge of land redis-
tribution lay in the fact that the gov-
ernment put the programme at the

mercy of market forces.
This challenge has been
compounded by driving
land redistribution
mainly through the
LRAD, which was origi-
nally meant for acquir-
ing land for emerging
small farmers.

Furthermore, there is
a huge backlog, par-
ticularly of the settle-
ment of rural claims for
land restitution. Only 6%

of rural claims have been settled so
far and these have mainly involved
cash compensation and not the re-
turn of land. Landowners have also
resisted parting with their land. The
key challenge that remains is “to trans-
fer high quality land in ways that
genuinely empower claimants and
enable them to pursue land use op-
tions of their choosing” (Hall, 2005).

The land chapter also points to
studies showing that the position of
farm dwellers has worsened and
there have been thousands of evic-
tions since 1994. It sees these as a re-
action by farm to the various pieces
of legislation, including ESTA. Hall
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(2005) has suggested that there is a
need for an “interventionist ap-
proach, both to prevent evictions and
to secure long-term rights and devel-
opment in the areas where they live”.

On the question of communal
tenure, the land chapter singles out
the issue of resources as well as the
availability of land as the key chal-
lenges for rural enhancement. Ac-
cording to Hall (2005), the implemen-
tation of the CLRA will create
controversy for the following political
and practical reasons:

• It will be extremely difficult to im-
plement it on a large scale as it
needs R1 billion a year, while only
R55 million is currently available
(in 2005).

• There is a lack of guaranteed
rights for women as the content of
the ‘new order rights’ and the
‘titling for communities’ have not
been defined.

• There is a lack of democratic
guarantees, in that land adminis-
tration bodies will be constituted
of traditional councils, except
where these do not exist.

On post-transfer support, despite the
great hope generated by the intro-
duction of such initiatives as the
CASP and, recently, the SPV, there
remains more scope for private sec-
tor involvement in the land reform
programme. One of the key chal-
lenges is “to develop a comprehen-
sive system of farmer support that
reaches even the smallest of farmers
producing for household consump-
tion” (Hall, 2005). Perhaps this will
improve private sector involvement
and address some of the challenges.

The land chapter makes the fol-
lowing key recommendations:

• The Communal Land Rights Bill
must be passed into law and

ESTA and LTA must be consoli-
dated.

• Proactive monitoring mecha-
nism must be put in place to
assist future evictees.

• The DLA should adopt a com-
prehensive post-eviction strat-
egy to accommodate evictees,
which should include other state
organs such as the Departments
of Public Work, the Environ-
ment, Housing and Health. It
calls for the Departments of
Safety and Security, Home Af-
fairs and Social Development to
play a role.

• The state should explore the op-
tion of renting land on behalf of
tenants while nego-
tiations to buy the
land continue.

• The state should be-
gin to expropriate
land, starting with
unoccupied but fer-
tile land.

• The DLA should
have separate
budgets for redistri-
bution and tenure
reform.

• The DLA should formulate a ho-
listic land valuation framework,
with a view to determining ac-
curate assessment and pricing.

• The market-based ‘willing seller
– willing buyer’ strategy should
be abolished.

• The DLA should foster inter-de-
partmental cooperation with a
view to including all relevant in-
stitutions that deal directly with
socio-economic rights.

It is hoped that the Commission will
follow up on these recommenda-

tions and provide feedback in its
next report.

Conclusion
The land chapter seems well re-
searched and well presented. Its
analysis of the progress on the
three main fronts – redistribution,
restitution and tenure – is in line
with that of other experts in the
field.

However, the land chapter fails
to follow up on a recommendation
made in the previous report that
calls on the DLA to train and de-
ploy field workers to remote areas
where abuse and violations of farm
workers’ rights have occurred.

The chapter is also silent on its
previous recommendation con-

cerning the com-
mencement of the
Subdivision of Agricul-
tural Land Act Repeal
Act of 1998, which
would make good
quality land available
to land reform benefi-
ciaries. Despite mak-
ing similar recommen-
dations in the current
report, there is no link-
age with or reference

to the previous report. These omis-
sions are possibly a consequence
of the decision to reduce the land
chapter from 44 pages in the fifth
report to only 15 pages in the sixth
report. The reduction in size of the
chapter implies that a majority of
the problems raised in the fifth re-
port have been resolved, but the
current chapter does not explicitly
confirm this.

Siyambonga HelebaSiyambonga HelebaSiyambonga HelebaSiyambonga HelebaSiyambonga Heleba is a
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The right to have access to adequate
housing

Lilian ChenwiLilian ChenwiLilian ChenwiLilian ChenwiLilian Chenwi

The right of access to adequate housing is important for the enjoyment of all human rights.
A house is fundamental for human dignity and for physical and mental health, which are crucial

for socio-economic development. The importance of this right is underscored in the South African
Constitution of 1996 (the Constitution), which requires the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil
section 7(2) as well as to take reasonable legislative and other measures to realise the right to
adequate housing progressively as set out in sections 26(1) and 26(2).

However, providing adequate
housing is one of the greatest chal-
lenges facing the South African
government. The country’s housing
situation is characterised by severe
shortages, huge backlogs, and seri-
ous overcrowding in existing dwell-
ings.

About 2.5 million households in
South Africa do not have access to
adequate housing. In addition,
thousands of people have no ac-
cess to housing or shelter of any
kind. About 2.4 million households
live in informal settlements.

Sixth economic and social rights
report 2003–2006 (the sixth report)
of the South African Human Rights
Commission (the Commission).

The sixth housing
protocol
The sixth housing protocol appears to
be comprehensive. It contains a
number of features that were not
included in previous housing protocols.
For example, while the previous hous-
ing protocol is more general on the
issue of budgetary allocations for pro-
grammes and projects, the current
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The rate of delivery of housing is
below the rate of formation of
low-income households. Those most
affected by the housing crisis are
the poor and other vulnerable so-
cial groups. This crisis undermines
the strides made by the government
to implement and realise the right
to adequate housing.

Monitoring the government’s
progress in providing housing is cru-
cial in order to ensure that this right
does not become a right merely on
paper. This article provides a re-
view of the housing chapter in the
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housing protocol goes further and lists
the key housing programmes that
have to be reported on. These pro-
grammes include the housing subsidy
scheme, the hostel redevelopment
grant, the human settlement redevel-
opment grant, the discount benefit
scheme, and the schemes for emer-
gency housing, farm worker housing,
and medium-density and rental hous-
ing. However, with the exception of
the subsidy scheme, the chapter does
not adequately assess the listed pro-
grammes in term of their substance
and the manner in which they have
been implemented.

A second new feature is the sec-
tion on communication strategies.
Generally, the lack of communica-
tion between the government and
affected communities has contrib-
uted to the housing crisis in South Af-
rica. The Minister of Housing, Lindiwe
Sisulu, has acknowl-
edged that poor com-
munication is the
cause of protests
against the slow pace
of housing delivery
(Sisulu, 2005a). Ac-
cordingly, the protocol
requires government
departments to report
on how they dissemi-
nate information to the
public about the pro-
grammes and policies
that are available and how these
measures can be accessed by the
public. Again, the chapter neither
contains feedback received from the
departments on these nor provides
any explanation on why this infor-
mation is missing. Did the depart-
ments not respond to this aspect of
the protocol?

Despite its comprehensiveness,
the protocol leaves out two important
issues, which should have been inves-

tigated. First, the protocol does not
include a request for information on
the progress made by government in
the implementation of court orders
relating to housing rights. During his
recent visit to South Africa in April
2007, the UN Special Rapporteur on
Adequate Housing, Miloon Kothari,
recommended that court judgments
concerning the right to housing should
be implemented effectively and
timeously by the government and
that the implementation of these must
itself be closely monitored (Kothari,
2007(b)).

Second, the Commission has
been repeatedly criticised for not
following up on its recommendations.
Yet the housing protocol does not
contain follow-up questions on the
extent to which its previous recom-
mendations have been imple-
mented. Twelve recommendations

were made in the pre-
vious report on hous-
ing. The current chap-
ter says nothing about
them.

An evaluation
of the housing
chapter
This chapter provides
an overview of the
housing environment,
the budget allocations
for the 2002/2003–

2005/2006 financial years, and the
policies and legislative measures at
both national and provincial levels
that have been adopted. It also
makes a number of key recommen-
dations. It starts by setting out the im-
portance of the right to adequate
housing. In defining the right, it uses
the definition adopted in Govern-
ment of the Republic of South Africa
and Others v Grootboom and Oth-
ers 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) that housing

entails more than just ‘bricks and
mortar’. In fact, it involves access to
land, the provision of appropriate
services such as water and sewage
removal, and the financing of all
these, including the building of the
house itself (para 35). The provision
of such a shelter is dependent on the
prevalent social and economic reali-
ties.

In addition, the chapter discusses
a new policy, the Comprehensive
Plan for Sustainable Human Settle-
ment, introduced in 2004 in accord-
ance with the Grootboom order. It re-
quires the government to redirect and
enhance existing mechanisms to
move towards more responsive
and effective housing delivery. If
properly implemented, the policy
will go a long way towards achiev-
ing the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) on housing.

The chapter refers to the housing
needs of people with disabilities,
which is commendable in the light of
the growing need for the govern-
ment to develop a comprehensive
policy on the special housing needs
of vulnerable groups.

Although it reveals that the Com-
mission has been monitoring the im-
plementation of the Grootboom
court order, the chapter is silent on
other judgments that have also not
been fully implemented. For exam-
ple, by July 2005 the court order in
President of the Republic of South
Africa and Another v Modderklip
Boerdery (Pty) Ltd and Others 2005
(8) BCLR 786 (CC) [Modderklip (CC)]
had not been implemented. This
could be attributed to the lack of a
specific question in the housing pro-
tocol on the enforcement of court or-
ders.

The chapter notes the progress
made and the challenges faced in
improving the lives of the community
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at Wallacedene, part of which con-
stituted the litigants in Grootboom. It
reveals that the government has
started with the construction of
houses for this community. At least
9 000 sites have been earmarked
for development.

Unfortunately the chapter does
not provide time frames, which would
be useful in the Commission’s subse-
quent assessment of the govern-
ment’s progress. Furthermore, despite
the improvements noted in the re-
port, the initial developments in
Wallacedene still have inadequate
basic services such as water, the set-
tlement is still very dense, and some
of the houses are in waterlogged
areas.

Key legislation and policies
Unlike its predecessors, the chapter
merely lists the key legislation and
policies that have been adopted
without analysing them. It should
have examined in greater detail the
implementation of the Housing As-
sistance in Emergency Circumstances
Programme, especially since there
have been concerns that the imple-
mentation of this programme has
been rather slow (City of Johannes-
burg v Rand Properties (Pty) Ltd and
Others 2006 (6) BLCR 728 (W) [Rand
Properties] paras 42-47). Further-
more, the Commission expressed
concern about the sustainability of
this programme in its previous report
(p. 13).

Similarly, the chapter simply men-
tions the Prevention of Illegal Eviction
from and Unlawful Occupation of
Land Amendment Bill 2005 (PIE),
without discussing it against the con-
cerns it has raised. The Bill proposes
to narrow the ambit of PIE by exclud-
ing some unlawful occupiers, for in-
stance ex-tenants and ex-
mortgagors, from protection despite

the fact that they are not currently
protected by any other legislation.

Corruption
The chapter is silent on corruption in
the housing sector. Corruption is
widely regarded as one of the key
challenges impeding the delivery of
adequate and quality housing and
related infrastructure
(see Hlatshwayo,
2005; Cape Times,
2005; e.tv, 2005). This
problem was noted
in the previous re-
port, which identified
the reluctance of indi-
viduals to “blow the
whistle” on corrupt
activities – either for
fear of retribution, or
because they did not
want to be labelled
impimpis or traitors, or
through lack of legal
protection or support
from the government
– as a major obstacle to the elimina-
tion of corruption. However, the cur-
rent chapter does not state whether
corruption still remains a major chal-
lenge.

The previous report commended
the Protected Disclosures Act 26 of
2000, which encourages employees
to report wrongdoing by employers
or corrupt colleagues. To improve the
Act’s effectiveness, it recommended
that the Department of Housing
should confront and eliminate a cul-
ture that scorns whistle-blowers; that
employers in housing should be
trained to implement a viable whis-
tle-blowing policy that allows em-
ployees to raise concerns without
fear of reprisal; and that workers
themselves should know and under-
stand their rights under the law in
order to be able to report misconduct

in a proper manner. However, the
current report does not state whether
these suggestions have been imple-
mented or not.

Key challenges
The chapter identifies a number of
challenges to realising the right of ac-
cess to adequate housing. The field-

work that was carried
out reveals some of the
challenges faced by
many municipalities in
their efforts to ensure
housing rights. For in-
stance, the Commission
observed that the
Madibeng Local Mu-
nicipality in the North
West Province, under its
Integrated Develop-
ment Plan, has ap-
proved 13 housing
projects in areas that
are close to economic
opportunities in an ef-
fort to tackle the hous-

ing backlog. In spite of this, accord-
ing to the Commission, the housing
conditions of farm workers in this mu-
nicipality are poor and in some cases
they still lack access to sanitation fa-
cilities and accommodation with ad-
equate ventilation.

The Namakwa District Munici-
pality in the Northern Cape has pro-
vided houses in some areas that are
of adequate size, partitioned into
three rooms with a bath and toilet,
and beneficiaries could choose be-
tween different roof types for their
houses. The Commission links this
achievement to the availability of
land and the utilisation of local re-
sources and inputs. However, it notes
that the houses are of poor quality
and are already falling apart. The
Commission attributes this to the soil
quality and the fact that geo-
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technical and suitability studies were
not properly carried out.

In KwaZulu-Natal, barriers to the
provision of adequate housing in the
Ilembe District Municipality include a
lack not only of land but also of ca-
pacity and proper cooperation be-
tween municipal and government
officials.

Another key chal-
lenge highlighted by
the report is that peo-
ple with disabilities still
have difficulty access-
ing adequate housing
and experience dis-
crimination when ap-
plying for housing
grants. Other problems
they experience in-
clude inaccessible toi-
lets in state-subsidised
houses, lack of toilet
facilities in informal set-
tlements, inaccessible
public toilets, public buildings and
public transport that do not cater for
their needs, and access roads that
are uneven, muddy and not user-
friendly for those with disabilities. The
chapter notes that the subsidies
awarded to 292 people with disabili-
ties during 2003/2004 was insignifi-
cant, given that 2 255 982 people
live with various forms of disability.

Another challenge is ensuring
access to the basic services that are
necessary for the enjoyment of the
right to adequate housing. In addition,
the Commission observes that a
number of factors impact on the
state’s ability to ensure adequate
housing for all efficiently and suc-
cessfully. These include globalisation;
a high unemployment rate; the hous-
ing affordability ratio; rapid urbanisa-
tion; the rental housing option; inac-
cessibility of subsidy programmes by
other groups; and the lack of ad-

equate inter-departmental and
inter-governmental relations.

Recommendations by the
Commission
Although the substance and length of
the housing chapter is limited, the rec-
ommendations made are far-reach-
ing and wide-ranging. It would nev-

ertheless be useful if
in subsequent reports
the recommendations
could be directed at
specific departments,
as is done in the land
and water chapter
for instance, so as to
facilitate their effec-
tive implementation.

The recommenda-
tions made by the
Commission include
the following:

• The state should
carry out a study to

consider the strategy for the de-
velopment of affordable houses,
which should aim to reduce the
price of land for housing purposes
and ensure that housing develop-
ers allocate a certain percentage
of houses to middle-income cat-
egories.

• Housing projects undertaken by
the government should take into
account the special needs of
people with disabilities by ensur-
ing adequate access roads, the
provision of houses and toilets that
cater for those who use wheel-
chairs and other aids, and assist-
ance in processing applications
by disabled people.

• The state should develop a policy
response on the process of ur-
banisation, which should ensure
that there are no illegal land inva-
sions and, in addition, should iden-

tify rural areas with economic po-
tential with a view to developing
economic activity in such areas.

• The state’s housing policies should
be informed by the current social
and economic trends, and officials
of the national, provincial and
local housing departments, as
well as traditional leaders, devel-
opers and beneficiaries, should be
capacitated in this regard.

• Efficient public participation
should aim primarily to inform the
public about the activities of the
government and ensure that the
public adds value to the activities
of the government.

• The state should establish a Hous-
ing Development Task Team to
ensure that policies are coherent
and that the resources of different
departments are channelled to-
wards developing adequate and
sustainable human settlements. It
should comprise officials from the
Departments of Housing, Provin-
cial and Local Government, Land
Affairs, Environment, Agriculture,
Water Affairs and Forestry, Health,
and Population Development.

Conclusion
It is important that the Commission,
when monitoring the right to ad-
equate housing, should address all the
pertinent issues and challenges in-
volved. This has evidently not been
the case in the housing chapter of the
sixth report.

Moreover, it is important for the
Commission to create a link between
its reports, as this will enable one to
see whether the findings and recom-
mendations in the previous reports
were taken seriously. In this regard,
the protocol must include questions on
the implementation of the recom-
mendations in the previous reports.
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The Commission should also con-
sider relevant documents in its moni-
toring of the progress towards ad-
equate housing. For example, the UN
Special Rapporteur on Adequate
Housing has identified indicators to
monitor the implementation of the
right to adequate housing and has
developed a questionnaire on wo-
men and adequate housing, which is
useful in collecting information from
governments and civil society groups
(Kothari 2007a, annexures II and III).

Finally, the Commission should
creatively integrate the MDGs in its
monitoring process. The MDG 7 is
particularly relevant to housing, stat-

ing that by 2020 the lives of at least
100 million slum dwellers must have
been significantly improved. Although
the chapter makes reference to the
policy aimed at upgrading informal
settlements, this is not analysed with
reference to MDG 7.

The indicators to monitor MDG 7
are the proportion of people with
access to a) improved sanitation and
b) secure tenure (Kothari 2007a,
para 3). When reporting on the up-
grading of informal settlements, the
chapter should thus provide the pro-
portion of people with access to im-
proved sanitation and secure tenure
in these settlements.

Obtaining information from the
Department of Housing on the spe-
cific progress it is making to meet
MDG 7 would not be burdensome
as, normally, the government is sup-
posed to report to the relevant UN
agencies on its progress in meeting
the MDGs (South Africa 2005).
Moreover, the government itself of-
ten speaks of its commitment to
achieving these goals.

Lilian Chenwi Lilian Chenwi Lilian Chenwi Lilian Chenwi Lilian Chenwi is a Senior

Researcher in the Socio-Economic

Rights Project.
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The right to have access
to social security

Marius OlivierMarius OlivierMarius OlivierMarius OlivierMarius Olivier

This review examines the salient aspects of the chapter on
social security in the Sixth economic and social rights re-

port 2003–2006 (the sixth report) of the South African Hu-
man Rights Commission (the Commission).

eases, the Road Accident Fund sys-
tem, and the occupational-based
and private retirement framework.
The previous report did have a sec-
tion on social insurance.

The crucial role that social security,
particularly social assistance, plays
in reducing poverty has been widely
acknowledged in various documents,
including the Consolidated Report of
the Committee of Inquiry into a Com-

prehensive System of
Social Security for
South Africa (also
known as the Taylor
Committee Report,
2002). It is not surpris-
ing that there has been
a rapid expansion of
the social grant system,
which currently covers
approximately 12 mil-
lion poor children, old
people and people

with disabilities.
However, the chapter in the sixth

report demonstrates that the propor-
tion of households living in poverty
has not changed. On the contrary, it
reveals that poverty has in fact
deepened for those households. The
United Nations Development Pro-
gramme’s (UNDP) Human Develop-
ment Report on South Africa (2003)
corroborates this finding. It indicates
that the Human Development Index
has worsened (from 0.73 in 1994 to

0.67 in 2003); poverty still engulfs
48.5% of the population (21.9 million
in 2002); income inequality has in-
creased (from 0.60 in 1995 to 0.63 in
2001); the majority of households
have limited access to basic services;
and the official unemployment rate
has sharply increased to more than
30% in 2003. The employment rate,
excluding so-called discouraged
workers, was more than 25% in
2006, but with the inclusion of dis-
couraged workers it stood at over
40% (NALEDI, 2006; Knight, 2006).
In addition, income disparity and
poverty remain high (Knight, 2006).

These statistics cast doubt on the
ability of South Africa to meet some
of the poverty-related Millennium
Development Goals, in particular
the first goal, which requires countries
to halve the proportion of people
whose income is less than $1 per
day by 2015.

The Constitutional Court has re-
peatedly held that the most vulner-
able must not be excluded from socio-
economic policies (see, for example,
Government of the Republic of
South Africa v Grootboom (2000) 11
BCLR 1169 (CC) [Grootboom]). The
social security chapter suggests that
vulnerable groups in South Africa
include the elderly, people with dis-
abilities and poor children (under 14
years of age). All of these are cur-
rently catered for in the social assist-
ance system.

Furthermore, the chapter high-
lights the need to develop a national
policy for orphans and child-headed
households. It also urges the govern-
ment to consider introducing a differ-
ent form of the Basic Income Grant,
which is not a universal grant for all,
but rather for those who fall below the
poverty line.

However, unlike the chapter in
the previous report, the current one
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Content and context of
the right to access to
social security
The report refers to the concept of
social security employed in the White
Paper for Social Welfare of 1997,
which broadly defines it as covering
a wide range of public and private
measures that provide cash or in-kind
benefits, in order to deal with income
support crises or to maintain children.
It correctly points out
that social protection
does not only cover
social security, but also
encompasses devel-
opmental strategies
and programmes to
ensure at least a mini-
mum acceptable liv-
ing standard, and to in-
crease the people’s
capabilities and op-
portunities.

The term social security in section
27(1)(c) of the Constitution essentially
refers to contributory-based social in-
surance and budget-based social as-
sistance (Olivier, 2003).

One would therefore have ex-
pected the social security chapter to
comment on the social insurance
framework of social security. This
would have required the Commission
to comment on the unemployment
insurance framework, compensation
for occupational injuries and dis-
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does not mention other vulnerable
groups, such as children living in the
streets, juvenile offenders and the
chronically ill.

The state may not be able to ex-
tend protection to everyone at the
same time. However, in paragraph
45 of Khosa & Others v Minister of
Social Development and Others
2004 (6) BCLR 569 (CC) the follow-
ing is stated:

It is also important to realise that
even where the state may be able
to justify not paying benefits to
everyone who is entitled to those
benefits under section 27 on the
grounds that to do so would be
unaffordable, the criteria upon
which they choose to limit the
payment of those benefits (in this
case citizenship) must be consist-
ent with the Bill of Rights as a
whole [emphasis added]. Thus if the
means chosen by the legislature to
give effect to the state‘s positive
obligation under section 27 un-
reasonably limits other constitu-
tional rights, that too must be taken
into account (para 45).

There is another conceptual aspect
of the social security chapter that de-
serves comment. With a few excep-
tions, the chapter stresses and evalu-
ates the compensatory elements of
social security (and mostly social as-
sistance). This must of course be under-
stood against the background that the
South African social security system is
characterised by a lack of emphasis
on issues of prevention of exposure
to social risks and the integration and
rehabilitation of those who have
fallen victim to a particular social risk
(Olivier, 2003).

This, in my view, begs the constitu-
tional question: does social security
do much more than merely compen-
sating victims? I would like to think
that it embodies both compensatory
aspects as well as preventative, re-
habilitative and (re)integrative ele-
ments.

(In)sufficiency of and
reliance on protocols
Some weakness in the protocols
have already been alluded to above.
To these must be added the fact that
the labour protocol does not request
information on some aspects of un-
employment insurance, such as those
concerning occupational injuries,
diseases and retirement. As a result,
the chapter does not report on these.

Moreover, while it touches on
some public unemployment insur-
ance schemes, such as the Unemploy-
ment Insurance Fund, it does not con-
sider occupational-based schemes
and specialised inter-governmental
arrangements for unemployment in-
surance to cater for such groups as
migrant workers. In fact, one won-
ders whether it is prudent to limit this
protocol to labour (i.e. employment-
related) matters. The Road Accident
Fund forms an important part of the
social insurance framework similar to
that of employment-based social in-
surance, medical care (covered in
Chapter 3 of the sixth report) and
health insurance (not covered in the
sixth report).

Interestingly, none of the proto-
cols make reference to the human
rights framework relevant to informal
social security and its (developing)
links to the formal system of social
security. Many people in this country
rely on informal social security
(Olivier and Kaseke, 2007).

Administrative justice provides the
basis for a substantial part of the ju-
risprudence on social security (in par-
ticular social assistance) in South Af-
rica. Unlike its predecessor, the
current social security chapter does
not reflect on this jurisprudence.

Substance of the chapter
The social security chapter covers
certain important areas, such as the

need to introduce a poverty reduc-
tion framework for those excluded
from the social security system and
develop a national policy for or-
phans and child-headed households.
The discussion on the Expanded Pub-
lic Works Programme and its failure/
inability to make a meaningful im-
pact on poverty in South Africa is
particularly illuminating.

However, there are several areas
not sufficiently covered or not ad-
dressed at all. Some of these have
already been referred to above. The
following sections discuss other areas
of concern.

Relevant international
human rights instruments
Apart from discussing the relevance
to South Africa of the United Nations
Committee on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights’ minimum core obliga-
tions concept, the chapter fails to
mention and reflect on South Africa’s
compliance with a number of other
important and relevant international
human rights instruments. For exam-
ple, South Africa‘s non-compliance
with the Convention on the Rights of
the Child has been extensively re-
ported on by the UN Committee on
the Rights of the Child (2000). This is of
particular significance for the area
of social security for children, for ex-
ample the need to extend social se-
curity support up to the age of 18
years. It would appear that little has
been done to implement the recom-
mendations made by this committee.

In addition, SADC head of states
adopted the Charter of Fundamen-
tal Social Rights in SADC (known as
the Social Charter) in 2003. The re-
gional document contains several
crucial provisions on the right to social
security or protection (article 10) and
on particular social security domains
and affected categories of vulner-
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able people, eg elderly people (ar-
ticle 8), protection of children and
young people (article 7), equal treat-
ment for men and women (article 6),
persons with disabilities (article 11),
and protection of health, safety and
the environment (article 12).

In addition, there is also now a
Code on Social Security in SADC,
the provisions of which are of assist-
ance to the further development of
social security systems in all of the
SADC countries, including South Af-
rica. It is, for example, clear that
South Africa falls short in terms of the
provision in the Code that member
states should progressively provide for
paid maternity leave of at least 14
weeks and cash benefits of not less
than 66% of income (article 14.3).

Progressive realisation
Chapter 5 correctly stresses the ob-
ligation of the state to realise the right
of access to social security progres-
sively. However, exclusion and vul-
nerability may be such that other rel-
evant fundamental rights are
simultaneously infringed – such as the
right to equality and the right to hu-
man dignity. From the Constitutional
Court’s jurisprudence, in particular
Khosa (2004), which is quoted above
and discussed in the Commission’s fifth
report, it is clear that where intersect-
ing rights are affected, progressive re-
alisation as a defence may not al-
ways succeed. The infringement of
the rights may be so serious and the

group(s) affected so marginalis-ed
and vulnerable, that immediate rec-
tification is required.

Pleading the unavailability of re-
sources may not be useful as the state
has to ensure that the criteria, on the
basis of which payment of benefits is
made to certain groups only while
others are excluded, are consistent
with the Bill of Rights as a whole.

Problems with current
grants
The sixth report does not take the dis-
cussion of problems with the current
grant categories (e.g. the Care De-
pendency Grant) forward. This is un-
fortunate because in the period of
reporting no real progress has been
made to address these concerns.

Access to justice
Finally, the unavailability of appro-
priate access to justice within the
framework of social security, in par-
ticular for poor people, is one of the
core issues in need of fundamental
reform in South Africa. This flows
partly from the very limited availabil-
ity of legal aid, and partly from the
absence of an appropriate adjudi-
cating institution (Olivier, 2006). One
would suggest that this is an area that
should capture the attention of the
Commission.

Conclusion
There is a fair amount of information,
reflection and analysis in the social

security chapter that is commend-
able. The critical engagement of the
Commission with the Expanded Pub-
lic Works Programme is an example.

However, there are also areas of
deficiency, some of which have been
raised here. Perhaps these flow from
the deficiencies in the protocols used
for collecting data and the paucity of
responses received by the Commis-
sion. It is recommended that, for the
purposes of future reports, the Com-
mission should pay attention to

• the link between the existing social
security framework and South
Africa’s human rights obligations
under the Constitution and inter-
national law;

• the range of vulnerable groups
who should be brought within the
social security system;

• several critical areas of human
rights concern, such as non-com-
pliance with administrative justice
principles and lack of access to
justice; and

• the impact of relevant interna-
tional and regional rights-based
instruments on the development
of the South African social secu-
rity system.

Marius OlivierMarius OlivierMarius OlivierMarius OlivierMarius Olivier is a Professor of

Law and Director of the Centre for
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The right of access to sufficient water

Christopher MbaziraChristopher MbaziraChristopher MbaziraChristopher MbaziraChristopher Mbazira

This article analyses the report of the South African Human Rights Commission (the Commis
sion) on the realisation of the right of access to sufficient water in South Africa presented

in chapter eight of its Sixth economic and social rights report 2003–2006 (the sixth report).

Normative protection of
the right to water in
South Africa
As with all other socio-economic
rights, access to water in South Africa
has historically been linked to race.
Previously access to water was linked
to private ownership of land: those
who did not own land, mainly black
South Africans, had very limited ac-
cess to water (Kok and Langford
2006: 56B–1). It is against this con-
text of deprivation that the 1996
South African Constitution guaran-
tees everyone the right of access to
sufficient water (section 27[1][b]). The
state is obliged to realise this right
progressively through reasonable leg-

islative and other measures within its
available resources [section 27(2)].

The obligations that attach to this
right are fleshed out in the Water
Services Act (No. 108 of 1997). It is
notable that, while the Constitution
uses the phrase “the right to … suffi-
cient … water”, the Act refers to the
right of access to a “basic water sup-
ply” and basic sanitation (section
3[1]).

The Act defines “basic water sup-
ply” to mean “[t]he prescribed mini-
mum standard of water ... necessary
for the reliable supply of a sufficient
quality of water to households, includ-
ing informal households, to support
life and personal hygiene” (section
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While the report provides valuable
information on a number of positive
developments in the provision of
water services, it is deficient in a
number of respects.

The most visible deficiency is its
lack of comprehensiveness and its
failure to verify most of the informa-
tion it relies on both to credit and dis-
credit the government. It is argued
that these deficiencies can be attrib-
uted to the sixth protocol on the right
to water (the water protocol), which
fails in some important respects to
elicit information in ways that would
allow a deeper analysis of the state’s
performance.
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1[iii]). Regulations to the Act have
defined this water to be a minimum
quantity of potable water of 25 litres
per person per day or 6 kilolitres per
household per month (Regulations
Relating to Compulsory National
Standards and Measures to Con-
serve Water 2001, Reg. 3).

One eye-catching provision of
the Water Services Act is section
4(3)(c), which provides
that procedures for the
limitation or disconnec-
tion of water services
must not result in a per-
son being denied ac-
cess to basic water
services for non-pay-
ment, where that per-
son proves that he or
she is unable to pay for
the basic service.

The government’s commitment to
realise the right to water is evident in
its policy and practices. South Africa
is, for instance, one of the very few
African countries to commit a higher
percentage of its Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) to water and sanita-
tion than to military expenditure: ap-
proximately 2% and 1.8% respectively
(UNDP 2006: 62). While the govern-
ment should be commended in this
regard, it does not mean that the right
of access to sufficient water has been
realised for all South Africans. There
are still many gaps that need to be
filled, some of which are outlined in
the sixth report.

An analysis of the
chapter on water

Policies and programmes
adopted by government
The chapter on water in the sixth re-
port (the chapter) demonstrates that
the state has adopted policies that
are intended to advance the right of

access to sufficient water. The first
policy is the Strategic Framework for
Water Services, 2003 (SFWS) of the
Department of Water Affairs and
Forestry (DWAF). The second is the
Department of Provincial and Local
Government’s Municipal Infrastruc-
ture Grant Framework (MIGF). These
two policies, according to the Com-
mission, have been used to develop

institutional and regu-
latory strategies to
guide the water serv-
ices sector.

The chapter re-
ports that the Na-
tional Department of
Provincial and Local
Government has
been implementing
the MIGF to help mu-
nicipalities achieve

their obligation of providing services
and speeding up the provision of
water and sanitation. This pro-
gramme, together with the Consoli-
dated Municipal Infrastructure Pro-
gramme (CMIP), has helped reduce
the backlog of people without access
to water beyond the targets set by
DWAF. The following achievements
by the government are highlighted:

• the reduction of water backlogs;
• the allocation of funds to prov-

inces to reduce sanitation back-
logs;

• the restriction of water with a view
to promoting water conservation;

• the transfer of water between
basins to address the effects of
drought;

• building the capacity of municipal
staff with regard to the institution-
alisation of the municipal infra-
structure grant; and

• the reduction of rates charged for
water in many rural areas.

Other positive developments include

the commitment made by the North-
ern Cape and Mpumalanga to
eradicate the use of bucket toilets.
The Mpumalanga government set
aside R35 million for this purpose and
the Northern Cape government was
to rid the province of 22 000 bucket
toilets by October 2006.

In spite of this, the chapter does
not discuss some recent policies such
as the National Water Resources
Strategy (NWRS) 2004. The NWRS is
a very important policy because it
obliges the government, among
other things, “[t]o ensure that potable
water and safe sanitation are acces-
sible to all” and to subsidise previously
disadvantaged water users. Informa-
tion on the extent to which measures
have been put in place to implement
this policy would have been useful,
since at the time of writing the sixth
report the policy was two years old.

The chapter also does not ad-
equately assess whether the policies
it refers to have been implemented
effectively. Although it uses some case
studies to show the extent to which the
policies have been implemented, the
information provided is scanty. There
is also no evidence to suggest that
such information, most of which
comes from DWAF, was verified inde-
pendently by the Commission.

One believes that a monitoring
process should look beyond paper
policy and target implementation.
From the report it is not clear whether
the policies mentioned have
achieved their objectives, and if not,
why they have failed to do so. In
addition, no mention is made of any
solutions that might have been pro-
posed to overcome the challenges. It
is the duty of the Commission to look
behind the statistics and synchronise
them with the realities on the ground.

The chapter demonstrates that
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there has been a decline in DWAF’s
expenditure over the three years un-
der review by approximately R2,27
and R1,53 million per year. While the
figures appear negligible, the Com-
mission associates the decline with a
reduction in water resources and
water quality, with water and sanita-
tion services backlogs, and with infla-
tion. No further elucidation is pro-
vided to explain the link, which raises
the presumption that it is merely
speculative. Such a conclusion is in-
evitable considering the skeletal na-
ture of the 11-page chapter.

Weaknesses in the water
protocol
The failure to monitor the implemen-
tation of the policies effectively could,
among other things, be the result of
gaps in the protocol. While the proto-
col elicits information on the policies
that have been adopted to realise
the right of access to sufficient water,
it is deficient in eliciting the kind of
information that is necessary to as-
sess their implementation. Under the
heading “Progress in implementing
key programmes, sub-programmes
and projects”, the protocol places
emphasis on the size of the budgetary
allocations to implement the relevant
programmes. One could argue that
while budgetary allocations are an
invaluable indicator for the purposes
of determining implementation,
without other forms of qualitative and
quantitative indicators they are incon-
clusive. The funds allocated could
have been spent on items not con-
nected to the services being pro-
vided, or they could have been mis-
managed, misappropriated or
squandered through corruption.

Under the heading “Indicators for
the 2003/2004 Fiscal Year” the pro-
tocol makes a commendable effort to
elicit quantitative information on

access to water. The questions under
this heading may elicit invaluable in-
formation on the implementation of
any programme or policy. For in-
stance, they require information on
the number of households with access
to piped water in the house, the
number of households with commu-
nal piped water, the number of
household with flush toilets, the size of
the population receiving free basic
water, and the size of the population
receiving less than 25 kilolitres of free
basic water per month.

However, despite these quantita-
tive questions the sixth report does not
provide adequate statistics to estab-
lish the level of access to water serv-
ices and no explanation is offered for
this. While it gives some statistics, these
are based mainly on the 2003/2004
financial year and there is nothing on
2004/2005 and beyond. This infor-
mation could have been used by the
Commission to assess whether, in
quantitative terms, the right of access
to sufficient water is being realised on
a progressive basis. Evidence of ret-
rogression would have been con-
demned, as was done with the de-
clining budgetary allocation trends.

When one compares the water
chapter with its predecessor in the
fifth report (2002/2003), the differ-
ences in the information provided
are glaring. The previous report
gave statistical information on such
aspects as the water infrastructure
backlogs, the sanitation infrastructure
backlogs, the number of poor house-
holds with free basic water, the mu-
nicipalities offering free basic water,
and the average municipal retail tar-
iffs per province. While the current
chapter gives statistics on basic wa-
ter, these are based on a case-study
of one district municipality, which
can hardly represent the overall situ-
ation in the country.

Updated information on the
number of poor households access-
ing free basic water countrywide,
and the backlogs in this regard,
would have been worthwhile. Such
information would have helped not
only to establish how many have
access but also how many who
qualify for free basic water do not
yet have it. This is particularly relevant
given that the policy on free basic
water has not been implemented ef-
fectively in all provinces (Mbazira
2006: 77). This problem is mainly as-
sociated with financial deficits facing
poor rural municipalities.

The chapter quotes DWAF as say-
ing that the backlog in rolling out the
free basic water policy is decreasing.
DWAF says that in the 2003/2004 fi-
nancial year the provision of free
basic water had increased by 17.5%,
resulting in an increase of 42% to
poor households. The report unfortu-
nately denies readers statistical or
other evidence to verify this, yet the
case-study in the chapter presents an
opposing picture, showing that, in-
stead of providing the statutorily pre-
scribed 6,000 litres of water per
month, only 3,000 litres were being
provided. DWAF could, therefore, be
basing its conclusion on statistics in
terms of the number of households
accessing this water, yet the amount
falls below the prescribed standard.

Section 7[2] of the water proto-
col (“Assessment of outcomes in rela-
tion to constitutional obligations)”
may have provided the opportunity
to elicit the qualitative information re-
ferred to above. However, this proto-
col is very broad and does not offer
precise guidance on what informa-
tion ought to be provided.

The respondents are required to
provide an overall assessment of
how they have met the obligations to
respect, protect, promote and fulfill
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the rights as outlined in section 7(2) of
the Constitution. Apart from sketchy
definitions of these duties in a foot-
note, there is no assessment of the
state’s compliance with these obliga-
tions. The Commission should there-
fore elicit information that enables it
to determine, using the expertise at its
disposal, whether the obligations in
section 7(2) have been discharged.

The Commission needs to use the
principles emanating from the juris-
prudence of the courts on the nature
of the state’s obligations in relation to
socio-economic rights. The reasona-
bleness approach is an indispensa-
ble guide in this regard. The Commis-
sion should seek information that
enables it to assess whether the
measures undertaken by the govern-
ment are “comprehensive, coherent,
coordinated, flexible, reasonably for-
mulated and implemented, and pay
attention to the needs of those in
desperate circumstances, transpar-
ent and allows for participation of
relevant stakeholders” (see Govern-
ment of the Republic of South Africa
and others v Grootboom and others
2000 (11) BCLR 1169 (CC) and Min-
ister of Health v Treatment Action
Campaign 2002 (5) SA 721 (CC)).

Problem of prepaid meters
The chapter also fails to assess the
human rights implications of using
pre-paid water meters by some mu-
nicipalities as a means of ensuring
that water bills are paid. Some stud-
ies have revealed the negative impli-
cations of using these meters in poor
communities (Deedat and Cottle,
2002; and Ruiters, 2002; Mbazira,
2006). The meters allow for discon-
nection from the service without the
user being given the requisite legisla-
tive notice of disconnection. Com-
parative jurisprudence from the
United Kingdom (UK) suggests that

these meters may be illegal (R v Di-
rector General of Water Services ex
parte Lancashire County Council
and ors EWHC, Admin 213 (20 Feb
1998) [UK]). It is also on this basis that
a challenge has been launched in
the High Court of South Africa
against these meters (Lindiwe
Mazibuko & Others v The City of Jo-
hannesburg & Others No 06/13865,
High Court of South Africa, Wit-
watersrand Local Division [pending]).

Assessing the
country’s
international
commitments
In spite of the critical
place occupied by
access to water and
sanitation in the Mil-
lennium Develop-
ment Goals, there is
evidence that the
world, and particu-
larly the developing world, will not
meet the target of reducing by half
the proportion of people without
access to water and sanitation
(United Nations, 2006: 18). The
Southern African Regional Poverty
Network (SARPN) in 2005 published
a report indicating that South Africa
was well on course to meeting the
MDGs and had by 2004 extended
water to 78% of its population
(SARPN 2005: 49).

Notwithstanding this positive de-
velopment, the SARPN report shows
a discrepancy in access between ru-
ral and urban populations and does
not make a qualitative assessment of
the statistics beyond these variables.
There is no way of determining, for in-
stance, the quality of the water and
sanitation services being provided.
The Commission is well suited to mak-
ing such assessments and determin-
ing on both a statistical and qualita-

tive basis South Africa’s commitment
to the MDGs.

The chapter demonstrates that
DWAF has undertaken steps to ensure
that water is safe and of good qual-
ity. DWAF has developed a monitor-
ing programme that focuses on moni-
toring the quality of water in terms of
microbials and toxicity. The only prob-
lem noted by the Commission is that
the programme focuses on what
have been described as “hot spots

and high-risk areas”. As
a result, the Commission
states that cases of un-
safe water because of
faecal content leading
to such diseases as ty-
phoid have been re-
ported at some water
points. DWAF is, how-
ever, planning to ex-
tend its quality monitor-
ing to all points. The
chapter also notes that

effective monitoring is being ham-
pered by capacity problems not only
in DWAF but at the water boards as
well.

Recommendations of the
Commission
The chapter makes a number of rec-
ommendations. These include:
• the need for the state to provide

capacity building at the municipal
level;

• the need for the DWAF to focus on
the effect of climate change and
drought;

• the need for local government to
provide information on infrastruc-
ture developments when report-
ing to the Commission;

• the need for local government to
support municipalities through
adequate budgetary allocations
to enable them to provide free
basic water; and
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• the need for the state to create
educational and promotional
activities on water conservation,
hygienic use of water and protec-
tion of water resources.

One of the weaknesses of the Com-
mission, however, has been the fail-
ure to follow up on its recommenda-
tions (Thipanyane 2007: 14). There is,
for instance, no information on
whether the Commission has fol-
lowed up on the recommendations it
made in its previous report. Unless
there is such follow-up it will remain
difficult to determine whether or not
the reporting process is achieving its
purposes.

Conclusion
The water chapter provides useful
information on the extent to which the
government has realised the right of
access to sufficient water. It details
some of the policies that the govern-
ment has adopted to realise this right.
The Commission also makes a
number of recommendations on
what in its opinion ought to be done
to realise the right effectively.

However, the chapter suffers from
deficiencies: it is scanty and fails to
provide vital information and statis-
tics. Some of these deficiencies arise
from the water protocol, which fails
adequately to elicit all the relevant
quantitative and qualitative informa-

tion. To improve its monitoring of the
right of access to adequate water,the
Commission therefore needs to:
• revise its water protocol to ensure

it elicits all relevant information for
effective monitoring of the right to
water;

• produce more comprehensive
reports that properly analyse the
information obtained from the
state by assessing it both qualita-
tively and quantitatively; and

• follow-up on its recommenda-
tions made in previous reports.

Christopher MbaziraChristopher MbaziraChristopher MbaziraChristopher MbaziraChristopher Mbazira is a

Researcher in the Socio-Economic

Rights Project.
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PRESS RELEASE

United Nations expert on adequate
housing concludes visit to South Africa

GenevGenevGenevGenevGeneva, 7 Ma, 7 Ma, 7 Ma, 7 Ma, 7 Maaaaay:y:y:y:y: From 12 to 24 April
2007, the Special Rapporteur on
adequate housing as a component
of the right to an adequate standard
of living, Miloon Kothari, conducted
a mission to South Africa to examine
the status of the realisation of the
human right to adequate housing,
paying particular attention to as-
pects of gender equality and non-
discrimination.

During his visit, the Special Rap-
porteur visited urban and rural areas
such as Platfontein (Northern Cape),
Sterkwater, Ga-Pila and Mothlohlo
(Limpopo), Johannesburg, Pretoria
and Ekurhuleni (Gauteng), Durban
(KwaZulu-Natal) and Cape Town
(Western Cape). Throughout his visit,
he met with high-level representa-
tives at State, Provincial and Munici-
pal levels including ministers, judges
and parliamentarians. He also met
with civil society members, including
NGOs, social movements, academ-
ics and women’s groups.

The Special Rapporteur ac-
knowledged efforts made by the
South African authorities at all levels
to address issues related to the reali-
sation of the right to adequate hous-
ing since the end of apartheid in
1994, in particular the progress to-
wards democratisation and the
genuine attempts by law and policy
makers to address issues of racial seg-
regation, inequality and systematic

The Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a compo-
nent of the right to an adequate standard of living, Miloon

Kothari, issued the following statement:

human rights violations. He also rec-
ognised the challenges faced by mu-
nicipalities as they cope with rapid
urbanisation across the country.

He commended South Africa’s
legal provisions guaranteeing the
right to adequate housing and high-
lighted that South Africa is one of the
few countries that has made a legis-
lative and constitutional commitment
to the recognition and protection of
socio-economic rights, including the
right of access to adequate housing
(Sections 25 [1] and [2] of the South
African Constitution). He also noted
the important contribution of the
South African Constitutional Court
[to] the interpretation of this right since
1996. He highlighted one of its land-
mark judgements, on the Grootboom
case, where the Court found the
State was constitutionally required to
assist people living in crisis and emer-
gency conditions and the impact that
it had in the promotion of the right to
housing not only in South Africa, but
around the world.

He also welcomed the work of
the South African Human Rights
Commission in promoting economic,
social and cultural rights.

The Special Rapporteur was im-
pressed with several housing and
land initiatives designed to help se-
cure an adequate standard of living
for all South Africans. He noted the
National Housing Subsidy Scheme

(‘NHSS’) that has financed the con-
struction of over 2.4 million house-
holds since 1994. He also welcomed
the National Department of Hous-
ing’s ambitious policy, ‘Breaking New
Ground’, which seeks to promote sus-
tainable human settlements and cites
a commitment to socially inclusive
and integrated housing projects and
developments and the many policies
developed at the provincial and
municipal levels.

Nevertheless, a number of prob-
lems persist throughout the country.
FFFFFew mechanisms arew mechanisms arew mechanisms arew mechanisms arew mechanisms are in place te in place te in place te in place te in place tooooo
ensensensensensururururure that we that we that we that we that well intell intell intell intell intentententententioned poli-ioned poli-ioned poli-ioned poli-ioned poli-
cies arcies arcies arcies arcies are implemente implemente implemente implemente implemented.ed.ed.ed.ed. The Special
Rapporteur stressed that success can-
not be measured merely through the
number of houses built but also needs
to take into account quality of hous-
ing and access to services, especially
for the poor.

Despite the legislative framework
that bolsters and complements the
right of access to adequate housing,
it appears that evictevictevictevictevictionsionsionsionsions are taking
place regularly throughout South Af-
rica, sometimes in the interest of
gentrifying urban areas and promot-
ing urban regeneration and devel-

Additional information on
the mandate of the
Special Rapporteur, as
well as thematic and
mission reports, can be
found at: http://
www.ohchr.org/english/
issues/housing/index.htm
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opment. It appears that many such
evictions are being executed in
breach of procedural requirements
and through inappropriate use of
‘urgent eviction’ provisions, where
evictions are justified on the grounds
of health threats to occupants. The
Special Rapporteur is concerned
about proposed amendments to pro-
cedural protections around evictions.
Evictions affect also black f black f black f black f black farararararmmmmm
dwdwdwdwdwellerellerellerellerellers s s s s in rural areas where over 2
million1 displacements have taken
place since 1994 and back back back back backyyyyyarararararddddd
shack dwshack dwshack dwshack dwshack dwellerellerellerellerellers who havs who havs who havs who havs who haveeeee insuffi-
cient tenure protection, as there is
currently no regulation of this land-
lord-tenant relationship.

During his visit, the Special Rap-
porteur visited a number of infinfinfinfinfororororormalmalmalmalmal
settlementssettlementssettlementssettlementssettlements and was disturbed to see
large numbers of people living in
desperate conditions, despite the
plans of many municipalities for up-
grading informal settlements.

Regardless of the origin of new
settlements, as a result of large de-
velopment projects, land restitution
claims or the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP), the
Special Rapporteur observed a fffffail-ail-ail-ail-ail-
ururururure at all leve at all leve at all leve at all leve at all levels of goels of goels of goels of goels of govvvvvererererernment tnment tnment tnment tnment tooooo
prprprprprooooovide avide avide avide avide adeqdeqdeqdeqdequatuatuatuatuate post-settlemente post-settlemente post-settlemente post-settlemente post-settlement
supportsupportsupportsupportsupport. In many such cases, com-
munities do not receive even the most
basic support services, including
proper sanitation, water, access to
schools, and access to livelihood op-
tions. Moreover, there are few fol-
low-up support mechanisms such as
regular maintenance or service re-
pair facilities in cases of resettlement.

The Special Rapporteur also vis-
ited large development projects (for
instance in Limpopo Province, the
Anglo Platinum’s PPL mining project),

and had the opportunity to meet
communitcommunitcommunitcommunitcommunities afies afies afies afies affffffectectectectected bed bed bed bed by miningy miningy miningy miningy mining
operations. In these meetings and
others during his visit, the Special
Rapporteur noted that there ap-
pears to be insufficient meaningfmeaningfmeaningfmeaningfmeaningfululululul
consconsconsconsconsultultultultultatatatatationionionionion between government
officials and affected individuals and
communities. Residents spoke with
frustration about the lack of informa-
tion on resettlement and relocation
and of participation in resettlement
planning and imple-
mentation. As ac-
knowledged in
‘Breaking New
Ground’, pro-
grammes aimed at
delivering housing
and creating sustain-
able human settle-
ments will only suc-
ceed where they are
directly informed by
the people who they affect, and
where they are responsive and tar-
geted to the specific needs of a
given community.

The Special Rapporteur also
noted with concern the larlarlarlarlarge-scalege-scalege-scalege-scalege-scale
privprivprivprivprivatatatatatisatisatisatisatisationionionionion ananananand outsourd outsourd outsourd outsourd outsourcingcingcingcingcing ofofofofof
pppppuuuuublic servicesblic servicesblic servicesblic servicesblic services including basic ones
such as electricity and water. There
also appears to be few accountabil-
ity and monitoring mechanisms to
ensure that public and private entities
involved in the design and delivery of
housing programmes and basic serv-
ices are performing their functions in
compliance with law, policy, and
human rights standards.

In addition, certain features of
cost-recovery policies – such as allo-
cating free water on a household
rather than an individual basis – may
jeopardise enjoyment of human

rights and thus be possibly contrary to
the provisions of the Constitution.

The Special Rapporteur was
pleased to see the extent of lanlanlanlanlanddddd
that has been rthat has been rthat has been rthat has been rthat has been redistribedistribedistribedistribedistributututututed ted ted ted ted tooooo
communitcommunitcommunitcommunitcommunities that haies that haies that haies that haies that had been dis-d been dis-d been dis-d been dis-d been dis-
possessed during the apartheidpossessed during the apartheidpossessed during the apartheidpossessed during the apartheidpossessed during the apartheid
ererererera.a.a.a.a. Ninety per cent of land that had
been claimed has already been re-
leased. The Special Rapporteur
welcomes the establishment of ad-
ministrative mechanisms, such as the

Land Claims Commis-
sioner and land acqui-
sition strategies. Com-
mendable goals have
also been set to
achieve redistribution
of 30% of white-
owned agricultural land
by 2014. In order to
achieve these goals the
Special Rapporteur
recommends that the

2005 Land Summit’s recommenda-
tions should be adopted and imple-
mented without delay. In this context,
the Special Rapporteur would like to
emphasise the indivisibility of human
rights, in particular the right to enjoy
an adequate standard of living,
which implies adequate access to the
means that enable its full enjoyment.

The Special Rapporteur is disap-
pointed by the lack of implementa-
tion of the recommendations of the
Special RSpecial RSpecial RSpecial RSpecial Rapportapportapportapportapporteur on the rightseur on the rightseur on the rightseur on the rightseur on the rights
of inof inof inof inof indigenousdigenousdigenousdigenousdigenous peoplespeoplespeoplespeoplespeoples following his
visit to South Africa in 2005,2 in par-
ticular with regard to the issue of land
restitution.

The Special Rapporteur ac-
knowledged efforts being made by
the Government to meet the goal of
delivering 30% of housing thousing thousing thousing thousing tooooo
women-heawomen-heawomen-heawomen-heawomen-headed householdsded householdsded householdsded householdsded households. How-

The SpecialThe SpecialThe SpecialThe SpecialThe Special
Rapporteur wasRapporteur wasRapporteur wasRapporteur wasRapporteur was
disturbed to seedisturbed to seedisturbed to seedisturbed to seedisturbed to see
large numbers oflarge numbers oflarge numbers oflarge numbers oflarge numbers of
people living inpeople living inpeople living inpeople living inpeople living in
desperatedesperatedesperatedesperatedesperate
conditions inconditions inconditions inconditions inconditions in
informalinformalinformalinformalinformal
settlements.settlements.settlements.settlements.settlements.
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ever, the high prevalence of violence
against women, lack of affordable
housing, lack of timely access to public
housing, and inadequate Govern-
ment provisions for long-term safe
and secure housing, particularly in
rural areas, means that many women
are forced to either remain in or return
to situations of domestic violence,
and continue to live in inadequate
housing where they risk their own
safety as well as that of their children.
Such housing problems increase
women’s vulnerability to domestic vio-
lence as well as to HIV/AIDS.

Regarding housing for grgrgrgrgroupsoupsoupsoupsoups
with special needs with special needs with special needs with special needs with special needs (including per-
sons with disabilities, those living with
HIV/AIDS, orphans and young peo-
ple and the homeless), , , , , the     Special
Rapporteur noted insufficiency of
support in access to housing and re-
lated services, as well as the absence
of information. The Special Rappor-
teur was disturbed to know how long
it could take for a person with disabili-
ties to access housing.

Reaffirming the crucial role of civilcivilcivilcivilcivil
society,society,society,society,society, the Special Rapporteur rec-
ommended a stronger and closer
collaboration between Government
and civil society organisations, not
only in terms of service delivery, but
also in terms of developing avenues
for advocacy and dialogue ad-
dressed to the authorities in order to
elaborate strategies and respond to
social problems.

At the end of the visit, several pre-
liminary recommendations were
made by the Special Rapporteur
including:

• to improve coordination amongst
all government departments in-
cluding housing, water, health,
and social services to ensure the

promotion of an indivisibility ap-
proach to housing;

• to promote a socially and eco-
nomically inclusive society in the
process of rehabilitation of urban
areas;

• to consider intervention in the
market to regulate the current high
and unaffordable prices, and to
check against land and property
speculation;

• to provide legal aid to people
who allege their rights have been
breached to ensure they have
access to affordable and quality
legal representation;

• to implement rigorous monitoring
and evaluation of policy, includ-
ing meaningful consultation with
the involvement of affected com-
munities;

• to consider a moratorium on evic-
tions until all national, provincial
and local legislation, policies and
administrative actions are brought
into line with Constitutional provi-
sions and relevant Constitutional
Court judgements that protect the
right to adequate housing and
against evictions3;

• to prosecute farmers who illegally
evict farm workers;

• to reconsider the privatisation of
essential services, including the
installation of the water prepaid
meters, as it may seriously com-
promise enjoyment of human
rights;

• to create a separate waiting list
procedure and formulate a na-
tional policy for special needs
housing;

• to consider ratifying of the Inter-

national Covenant on Economic
Social and Cultural Rights and
implement the concluding obser-
vations of treaty bodies.

The official report of this mission, in-
cluding the final recommendations,
will be presented by the Special
Rapporteur to the United Nations
Human Rights Council.

Notes

1. Still searching for security – the real-
ity of farm dweller evictions in South
Africa. (Social Surveys and Nkuzi
Development Association 2005).

2. Report of the Special Rapporteur on
the situation of human rights and
fundamental freedoms of indigenous
people, Rodolfo Stavenhagen: Mis-
sion to South Africa E/CN.4/2006/
78/Add.2. See http://www.ohchr.org/
english/issues/indigenous/rapporteur/

3. Throughout the mission, the Special
Rapporteur drew attention of relevant
authorities to the Basic principles and
guidelines on development-based
evictions and displacement A/HRC/
4/18. See http://www.ohchr.org/
english/issues/housing/index.htm
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